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ABSTRACT'
N - The U.S. Coast Guard operates several Vessel Traffic Services (VTS) in major U.S.
shipping ports. These systems were designed and implemented twenty years ago. They
were designed for a single mission, port safety. The surveillance and display systems are
well beyond the planned service life and need to be replaced.
This thesis investigates and summarizes up-to-date methods of providing surveil-
lance services to a VTS. The author includes a history of VTS, an analysis of the as-
signed missions, and a review of the tfactors involved. A functional model of a VTS
is developed and used to evaluate the best mix of technologies for VTS systems.
The author concludes that a mixture of shore-based radar surveillance and satellite-
based surveillance can provide the detection and identification information necessary to
operate a multi-mission VTS. In order to take advantage of inexpensive narrow band
data links, such as voice grade telephone circuits, radar information must be processed
through a radar scan convertor. Use of this technology also improves automated target
detection, tracking, and display capabilities of the existing radar and display systems.
A second generation VTS should have a modular design. centered around a standardized
Vessel Traffic Center (VTC) 0 system. This will reduce the cost of operating a VTS by
reducing the manpower needs of a VTC. improving the performance of the VIS system
during multi-mission tasking, allowing the use of different sensor types, and creating a
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The Ports and Waterways Safety Act (33 USC 1221) authorizes the U.S. Coast
Guard to establish and operate Vessel Traffic Services (VTS) in designated areas in order
to:
... (1) reduce the possibility of vessel or cargo loss, or damage to life, property, or
the marine environment; (2) prevent damage to structures in, on, or immediately
adjacent to the navigable waters of the United States or the resources within such
waters;....
Surface search marine radar is the surveillance backbone within most VTS areas.
Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) is used where radar surveillance is not practical.
These technologies provide reliable and accurate means for general surveillance of a VTS
area, vessel traffic monitoring, and for vessel traffic control. The Coast Guard is cur-
rently using microwave data links to transmit raw radar and CCTV information from
Ycmote sites to a centralized Vessel Traffic Center (VTC). These data links, as well as
the entire VTS system, were designed and implemented in the early 1970's. The systems
use twenty year old, "'off-the-shelf" tcchnology which had a planned life cycle of ten
ycars. The systems are oriented toward accomplishing the single mission of harbor stir-
veillance while the Coast Guard maintains a multi-mission policy. The cost of operating
and maintaining the microwave data links has become prohibitively expensive for the
Coast Guard.[Ref. 11
In the last twenty years there have been major advancements in the computer,
commnunication, and data networking fields. There has also been a realization within
all branches of the federal government that a planned effort to improve Command,
Control. and Communication (0) capabilities will help offset increasing costs, expanded
mission requirements, and system complexity. Improving the Coast Guard's C0 capa-
bilities will allow the service to operate more efficiently.
B. RESEARCH OB.JECTIVE
The purpose of this research is to investigate and summarize up-to-date methods of
providing surveillance services to a VTC in a manner that is consistent with the Coast
(Iuard's 11cCd to rcducc overall costs, automate man-power intensive operations, and
provi-de inlfo)rmaltion thalt Canl hi' integrated into an effe'ctive Coast Guard-widc 07 envi-
ron'wict.
C. RESEARCH APPROACH
The research portion of this thesis includes a literature search, a review of Coast
Guard policy, interviews with Coast Guard VTS, Research and Development, Engi-
neerin g, and 1 rogra m NIano gement personnel; interviews with industry representatives,
and a technology review to determine:
*The scopec of the original VTS mlission and required data content,
* I'lie scope or the current VTS mission and required data content.
*Determination f des-ired changes For existing vTrs systemis and expansion of' voy-
crage to neCw ports.
*I heStatuIs and capaobilities of currcnt VTS technology.
* Mailability, a pplicability. and budgetary feasibility of commercially uvailable sys-
tins or comnponents
*Alternative methods of harbor Surveillance that can meet the overall goals ofi7thc
Coast Gjuard.
D. IMPORTANCE TO THE COAST GUARD
This thulvs will identil\' feasible alternatives to transmission of raw radar, video, or
similar stirs illance information to I'TCs. Given the iccent bUdgetary climate, it is im-
pcrative that each Coast Guard program result in the largest possiblc becnlit within its
multiple mission areas. III the case of \1*S, there are synergistic efflects possible through
integration of' surveillance inf'ormation into the day-to-day 0 of Coast Guard oper-
ations. Use of at standardized network approach can allow VTS information to provide
anl implortant input to the Coast Guard's Mlaritimle Law Enforcmnctt (NILE), Mauritimec
Defenrsc Zone (XvltZ). and Search and( Rescue (SAR) missions in addition to its Ilse
within the Port Secarity and Safety (PSS) mission of a VTS, Reductions in maintenance,
operation. and personnel costs arc possible through the usC of modern " off. the- shclf-
and commercially supportable technology, Careful planning of such an information
network will allow fo rfurther cost reductions as commercial telecommnunication capa-
bilities expand, providing faster and more reliable data rates at a lower cost. Integrated
Services Digital Networks (I SDN\) and simillar modernization programis are scheduled to
1.0111 on1-lineC dur-ing the i990's and will impact (7 systems like a second generation VIS,
E. THESIS OUTLINE
In oidcr to dctcrniinc feasible alternativcs to the tranni,4sion of raw nridr or video
data by inicrowave link, it is necessary to appreciate the engineering. political, logistical,
and operational concerns fiacing the Coast Guard. In the past, the Coast Guard de-
signed systems without regard for the synergistic eflects of integrated C0 planning, Sys-
tcm design was reactionaqy, often due to major accidents like the Argo Merchant,
Amoco Cadiz, and Exxon Valdez oil spills. With on-going budget limitations, the Coast
Guard cannot afford the overhead of major research and development costs. \We must
rely on commercial and defense industry interests to develop and field new technology.
"This new technology must be examined and then employed to complement all the
missions assigned to the Coast Guard.
I. Chapter ii, \"ls Services in the United States
Chapter II outlines the development of VTS systems in the United States. In
this chapter the author will summarize the following aspects:
* I listorical events leading to development of VTS systems in the United States.
0 l.egal intent behind the laws that established Federal VIS systems in the United
States.
* I)ternmination of which ports were to be served, and which ports are currently
served, by a V'TS
* 'The original and expanding mnissions of Coast Guard VTS.
* Current V'TS system requirements und the technology used to carry out these re-
* Data necessary to carry out the missions of a VTS.
2. Chapter Ill. VTS and Coast Guard 0 1
Chapter I II reviews some of the non-technical aspects of integrating surv',illunce
data into a Command and Control (0) environment which could be used in day-to-day
Coast Ouard operations, A discussion of Conunand and Control theory is included to
illustrate the importance of including C" considerations in the system engineering of a
second generation VTS system. A description of related projects within the Coast Guard
will illustrate the benclits of' an integrated system architecture using standard data con-
tent and format,
3. Chapter IV, Technology Review
Chapter IV surveys and sunumarizes existing technology that can be used for
VTs area ;urveillancc. In this review the author will discuss various techniques that can
link radar and viuco information to a VTC. Other technologies that are capable of ac-
3
quiring and tracking VTS contacts, in a manner consistent with the applicable Coast
Guard minssions, will also be discussed. The chapter divides the technology into three
basic sections:
* Systems capable of directly transmitting radar or video images.
0 Systems using data compression and filtering of radar or video camera signals al-
lowing use of low data rate transmissions in the order of 9600 bps or less, or analog
signals with a bandwidth of 3 KHz or less.
e Hvbrid systems using a mixture of technologies or based on technologies other
than radar or video camera sensors.
This chapter is descriptive in nature. The summary ranges from continuing use
of analog microwave links for the existing radar and video systems to the use of satellite
based, non-radar, tracking and identification systems.
4. Chapter V, Evaluation of Systems
Chapter V has two basic sections. The first is development of the criteria which
could be used for system selection. These criteria will be based on the Coast Guard's
need to integrate systems. reduce costs, and meet mission requirements. Using the
overall characteristics of the technology described in Chapter IV and the criteria devel-
Qped in the first part of this chapter, the author will accomplish a rough assessment of
the cost effectiveness of the different systems. Using this information the author will
identity the most feasible types of technology for use in a Coast Guard VTS.
5. Chapter VI. Conclusions
Chapter VI includes the author's conclusions and reconmmendations regarding
selection of feasible alternatives for tracking contacts in a VTS system.
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11. VESSEL TRAFFIC SERVICE (VTS) IN THE UNITED STATES
A. VTS DEVELOPMENT IN THE U.S.
1. Historical Aspects of VTS Development
Vessel Traffic Services have been in operation since the late 1800's. Table I on
page 6 lists important milestones in VTS development for the United States. Vessel
traffic management became a concern following World War II as the dcrty of traffic,
particularly transportation of hazardous materials, choked the major ports of the world.
By 1984 the waterborne comnmerce in the United States had increased by more than
200%'. to slightly more than 1.8 billion tons [Ref. 2: p. 5]. The U.S. Coast Guard an-
ticipates an annual 2% increase in traffic. This figure includes both domestic and foreign
Nwaterborne commerce flowing through U.S. ports [Ref. 3: p. 35S].
2. Increasing Ship Size
During the 1960's and 1970's technological spinoffs from the defense, space. and
computers industries, as well as oil industry economics, allowed construction of vcry
large commercial vessels. These immense ships are used primarily for transportation of
crude oil and other hazardous materials. The average capacity of a conmmercial ship
prior to this time was 17,0o0( dead weight tons (DWT). Currently the largest ship in the
world, the Seawise Giant, has a capacity of 239.000 DWT of crude oil. Tankers with a
capacity between 100.000 and 200,000 DWT are the rule, not the exception [Ref. 4: p.
70. 5: p. 61. Large ship size creates economies of scale for the oil industry but greatly
increases the diflicult;" in maneuvering these ships. According to a 1972 Senate Com-
mittee on Commerce report on the Ports and Watervavs Safety Act, a 17,000 DWT T-2
tanker can "crash stop" within a half mile taking about five minutes. A 200,000 DWT
supertanker takes two and one-half miles and twenty-one minutes to stop. The report
also points out that these ships are out of control during a crash stop; they cannot be
adequately steered in an emergency.
Year Event
1896 VTS St. Mary's River. M I established
1948 First active surveillance VTS established in Liverpool, England
1949 First U.S. VTS organized by the Long Beach, CA Port Authority.
1962 USCG experiments with VTS in New York Harbor. Rebroadcasts radar
picture using low power TV signal. Program abandoned due to technical
and frequency congestion problems.
1968 Harbor Advisory Radar (HAR) experiment started for San Francisco Bay.
CA. Consisted of two X-Band radar sites but no communication facilities.
1971 VTS Puget Sound opened in anticipation of increased tanker traffic due to
Alaskan pipeline.
1972 HAR San Francisco added VHlIF-FM voice radio coverage and became the
first active surveillance VTS in the U.S.
1973 USCG Vessel Traffic System Analysis of Port Needs study determines pri-
ority for VTS location and level of coverage. VTS Louisville. KY opened.
1975 VTTS llouston'Galveston. TX and Berwick Bay. LA opened
1977 VTS New Orleans. LA and Prince W\'illiam Sound. AK opened.
1986 V\TS New York and VTS New Orleans closed due to budget constraints.
1990 Current USCG VIS locations
Prince William Sound. AK Puget Sound, WA
San Francisco. CA Houston:Galveston. TX
Sault Sainte Marie, MI Louisville, KY
Berwick Bay. LA
1990 Planned VTS Locations
New York Harbor. NY New Orleans. LA
Table I. History of VTS [Refs. 6: pp. 25-27, 3: pp. 417-420]
As ship size grew, the degree of specialization also increased. The economics
of the marine transportation industry forced delivery of raw materials and containerized
manufactured goods into a few large ports, visited by large. specialized, ships. Smaller
ships began redistributing these raw materials and finished goods, which created a
booming coastwise trade. Major ports, and the associated offshore approach areas, saw
a large increases in traffic density.
Each day. a ship of over 100 DWT is lost on a worldwide basis. A large per-
centage of the losses are due to collision, grounding, or ramming. More often than not,
the cause of these accidents can be traced back to human error rather than mechanical
Fault I•e'. 7: p. 1]. This illustrates the need for a "second set of eyes" when ships are in
clI(c tuuurtcrs or difficult maneuvering environments like a ship channel or busy harbor.
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3. The Environmental Protection Movement
During the early 1970's the environmental protection movement in the United
States grew into a strong political entity. Technological advancements in television
broadcasting, primarily the use of satellites, brought worldwide news coverage into the
voting public's living room. In March 1967, the 118,000 DWT Torrey Canyon ran
aground off the coast of Cornwall, England spilling thirty-five million gallons of oil. The
spillcd oil covered major expanses of both the British and French coasts. In 1969 an oil
well blew out off the coast of Santa Barbara, CA. This caused a significant oil spill
which threatened the entire coast of Southern California. The breakup and loss of the
tanker Arrow, off Nova Scotia, in 1970, threatened the Georges Bank fishing grounds
and cost the Canadian government four million dollars to clean up. These clean up costs
do not include the costs to the coastal industries that lost tourism and fishing income
due to the effects of the spill [Ref. 8: p. 191. Each of these major accidents illustrated
that the possibility of a major accident existed in U.S. waters. On January IS, 1971 a
collision between two tankers, the SS Arizona Standard and SS Oregon Standard, spilled
800.000 gallons of heavT oil into San Francisco Bay. CA. At the time the U.S. Coast
Guard was testing a Harbor Advisory Radar (HAR) system. The Coast Guard radar
operators actually observed the collision which was nearly under the Golden Gate
bridge. The radar operators were helpless as the facility was not equipped with radios
[Ref. 9]. During 1972 there were 157 vessel collisions, ramimings. and groundings that
spilled 2.2 million gallons of pollutants into U.S. waters [Ref. 10: p. 1-4].
B. THE PORT AND WATERWAYS SAFETY ACT OF 1972 (PWSA)
By 1972 the public outcry for an end to the destruction caused by oil spills resulted
in passage of several regulations and laws. The most applicable to VTS is the Ports and
Waterways Safety Act (PNWSA) of 1972. The P\VSA states:
...that increased supervision of vessel and port operations is necessary in order to-
(1) reduce the possibility of vessel or cargo loss, or damage to life, or the marine
environment:... [Ref. 1 1: sec. 122 1(c)].
The intent behind this law is clear: it is to protect ships, cargo. people, and the en-
viroliment from vessel accidents. It is on this basic premise that U.S. Coast Guard VTS
is based. The PWSA gives the Coast Guard very wide latitude to accomplish the desired
reduction in accidents and cnvironmental harm. The P\VSA states that the Coast Guard
;~7
...(I )l ill am. port or place unkdcr the jurisdictioni of the Unitcd States ... cst itbliI Ish
operate. and maintafin %e-ssel t ia lbc serviccs, Lconsisting of nm:, tires for Con trolling
or sup'cris singv:' trallikc or for protecting niavigati oll and the marine CilrIN101VC1U
anld m111% inIclude,. but need not be limited to one or more of the Following: reporting
and opcrating requiremnctts, survcilhainc and communications systems, rout In1l Ssv.
tems and fairways; (2) require vessels which operate in an area of' a vessel truilic -
serviýce to utilize or comply with that service, (3) require vessels to install and use
specificd navigation equipment, communications equipment, electronic relative ino.
tion analyzer equipment, or any electronic or other device necessary to comply with
a vessel trafhic service or which is necessary in the interests of vesqel safey... .(4)
control vessel traffic in areas subject to the jurisdiction of the United States wvhich
the Scereturv determines to be hazardous, or under conditions or reduced visibility,
adverse weaither, vessel congestion, or other hazardous circumstances by.(A-speccll\inV times of entry movement, or departure; (13) establishing vessel traf1~c
routing schemes; (C) establishing vessel size, speed, drafltlimnitatlons and vessel op.
crating conditions-, and (D) resticting operation, in any hazardous area or under
hazardous condition.%. to vessel which have particular operating characteristics or
Capabilities whic~h hie considers necessary for safec operation under the vircunistancc;
and (3) require the receipt or precarrival messnges...(b .,..may order any% vessecl,.,. to
operate or anchor in a mainner hie directs if. ( 1) hie has reasonable cause to believe
such vessel does not comiply_.(3)by reason of weather, visibility, sea condition.%. port
congcstion, other hazardous circumstances, or the condition or' suchl vessel. lie is
%atiqlhed that such directive is justified in the interest of' siflety.... [RO'. 11: sec.
1:23(aoj
C. DirrERENCES BETWEEN U.S. AND FORIEGN VTS SYSTENIS
it is on thle saocty guidelnes of the PwSA that the Coust Guard design% VTS sys-
tcm%, This is quite difl'hrunt rroin VTS design throughout the rest of' die world. 1The
primary p11.ir1-105 of European and Oriental VTS systems is to increase the throughput
of' the harbor01 facilities, EUConomic profit is the drivinS element. Maritime safety and
environmental p-rotection art! secondary benefits. uNiding is Another area of difllmeice
between the U.S. and the rcst or the world. In the United States, VTS systems provide
a publit: service. protection of conierce and the environment. F~unding For Coast
Guard VIS systems competes within the austeic budget of the Coast Ouard, VTS
Funding is a nmior, nearly transparent. player in the Coast Guard and rederal funding
cycles. VTS funding is frequenitly based on politicai reaction to an accident or a poli.
tically motivated miandate. Several examples exist, VTS Prince William Sound, AK,
was mandated hy the Trans.Alaskn Pipeline Authorization Act (1.1. 93-153) IRef. 3: p.
4.11) II S Puget Sound was devecloped under C~onircssional budget pressure again duc
to the Aluskan pipeiline. *fS New York is being re-estabisised due to specific Coil.
pros~ional legislation tied to the Coast Guard's 1990 budget (Ref, 11,
Lkuroptean VTS Systems Provide both a private and a pulitic good. A pub!ic good is
one that benefits the population in general, Public goods aire usually paid For usingU
govcrnmental funds. A private good is one that benefits the user or owner of the good.
European VI'S ýystems provide a public good in that they protect the cnvironment hy
preventing shipping accidents. ihey provide a private good by increaising the flow of
traflic in and out of the ports being served. These V'S systems are generally funded
with both user fees and governmental support, runding for foreign VTS systems is
generally larger and more consistent than VTS funding in the United States.
D. DEFINITION OF VTS
1. Missions of VTS
To iuly understand the job of a VTS it is necessary to explore the missions as.
signed to a VTS. As with the rest of the Coast Guard, a VTS is a multi-mission organ-
ization and must be analyzcd based on assigned, and assumed, mission areas.
The olliciial mission of a VTS is:
..,to prevent damage to. or the destruction or loss of any vessel, bridge, or other
structure on or in the navigable watcrs of the United States [ReI, 12: p. 4-.1,
This delinition does not provide a description of the l'unctional or relational
duties of at VTS, A better description ol' a VTS is:
S....A vessel trallic system Consists of an integrated plan, regulations, people. equip.
ment and ,i4cilities for the collection, analysis, and dissetmination ol information to
,massi,,t and direct as needed, the maneuvering or vessels in waters subje:t to congested
vessel truillic I Ref 1: p. 4-21.
Within tie Coast Guard, VTS falls under the Port Safety and Security (PSS) and
Waterways Mlnmagement (WVWM) mission areas, These missions are delined as:
Port Safety and Security: Safeguarding the nation's ports, waterways, waterfront
fli.ilitiesi and vessels, personnel and property therein, from either accidental or in.
tentional damage, disruption, destruction or injury.
Wlterslays Management: Develop and implement passive and active tra lfc man-
agceniet techniques and navigation safety procedures to assure acceptable levels of'
sal'ety in L.S, ports and. waterways, 1110, 14]
The routine ftmnctions of a VTS make it useful to a wide range of Coast Guurd
nmission areas, not just Waterways Management and Port Safety and Security. These
secondary missions include Search and Rescue (SAR), Maritime Defense (MDZ). and
Aids to Navigation (ATON). Table 2 on page 10 lists the contributions a V'rS may
make to these additional Coast Guard mission areas.
Mission ('on rihut lonl
Sea ch .and ' 1om m ulnllliL altio(11 COUr'dill 1i(on, d(L'L plilly I'CqIIC.S t or 1 Itka ,t-
Ikscue(S\R) ance, ac•t\ ,cai'h tbx radar and video camera), seamch area
ma mi gCment
'Maritime harbor surveillance, communications coordination, vessel de.DeI'cnse(MIZ) tec;tion (radar. video, sonar, etc.), vessel transit schcdulinS,
hazardous transit planning.and monitoring
Aids to Monitoring aid position. accepting rerorts olfaid malfuinction
Navigattion(A'l'ON) or position error, trunsmission of navi'ation inrornmtioii (No.tice to .Mnriners. Local Notice to Marmcrs)
Table 2. Secondary V'TS Mission Areas
2. Aialysis of Port Needs
In 10+13 the Coast Guard contracted for a series of' reports culled the I"es,
T"iil•c .i•vstms le Sim(lr', These reports dealt with ev-ry aspect of' V'IS oprmation.
"Through this study of the isswos. the Coast Guard developed carly models ror studying
vesscl traffic, control systems, and maiagement plans. Trhe numerical data was based
on vcsscl accidents, Varvo tomilgc, and vessel transits through selected ports. The ports
with the most transits and highest tonnage figures were further studicd, primarily using
the anccidcnt data, 'Ihe lcnam'.sis qf Port ,\'eas, which is a follow up report to the Issue
Studies, anulyzcd data For these samc ports, Each port and waterway was ranked b. scd
on six lactors. *T'hc factors were:
I. l.timatcd annual dollar damages caused by collisions, ranimings, and groundings
(C It (),
2. l-stinmtcd annuul pollution incidents duo to 0 R U,
3. lstimated winual dcaths or injuries caused b\ CA G.
4. Ektimated annual dollar damage reduction due to the VTS level sclccted,
5. Estimated annual pollution incident reduction due to the V'IS level selected.
6. Estimated annual death or injury reduction due to the VIS level selected. jRcf,
I5: pp. 1.19.1
Using the information developed in the Ana4'6sis of Port Needs, the Coast Guard
established seven levels of' VIS technology that could serve the specllic needs of a give'n
port. Table 3 on page 11 details the svcen levels used by the Coast Guard.
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Desigimioll li1 1~e lDesri~pt ka
I Sed to adjti~t carlý VI S inflorniutio00 for p't
lii) Pos.'ivc sacc ol the Br'kideeto-lhidec Radio I clephone11
_________ ____________Act (33 USC 1261-120,S)
* ~Regulatory actions to prcewnt accidents. In-
1. It 'lssive cludes speed and passing limitations an~d one
- way truflle considerations.
LI lusive L se of* Trallic Separation Schemes to limit close
____________ ~~Plis~as of vessels. ________
Vessel N'! oveicment Reporting SN stem (%.Vl M 0).
Vessels tire v'quircd to communicate their navi-
gotional inrormation (position, ETA to next
L2 Adv isory point, plIans, etc.) to a VFC. The VTC coordi-
natcs this in Iormution and advises ships of'tral.
fie in their vicinit\. MIinimunm reporting
_= 1mrecnts ire %pecifled.-
Basic aren s urvicililtnce: including rudar or
L3 .dvisory and Ac ~ CCTV. Improves VTC knowledge ol' vessel rti~epresnve and movement. Considered necemiry1IC "where blind corners, bands, or inturscutiomc\rse.
Active an Advi. A\dvainced survcillincc i rwludiugmij0-C OaccurateL4 soyand coauplvx surveillance eqjuipmient, Mauy In-
chude limited computitr interfite.
AdvancedO murveillance \% ith ftill computer inter-
L5 A\ctive flice providing the highest reliaibility and uctm-
* ricy in tirullic mntianament. D~esigned ker
control of high density. coniplc\ aireais.
Table 3. VTS Levels [Ref. 13: App. 1, p. vi)
The .Inall-sis of /101.1 ;Weds also identified and rank ordered twenty-tm o ports
~md wterwas tht would benefit flrom the construction of a 'siS. Trable 4 ont pig 1
sumniari/cs this report by listing the sekecttod ports and detailing the number of VI'S
sectors to be used und which level of tcchnology (from Tabkc 3) should be used,
A comparison of the ports currently served by Coast Guard 'I'S systems
(Table I onl page 6) and the list f'rom thc Port Nceds study (Tuble 4 Onl page 12I) illus-
trates that V'IS development in the United States has not proceeded as expected. This
iq due to thle Sensitivity of' the VTS program to political and popular support. During
the middle 1970's, several hglaly ranked ports were pmcsd over while lows priority ones
received major VTS systems. This was due ability of local politicians to control the NI'TS
programn. D~uring severi; Coast Guard budget cuts in l9m6, the two most needed VTS
,VystenVi. New York and New Orleans, wcre closed. The reason these two ports were
s electcd For closurc i, that thi.' were voluntary s•.vtems and stufilrcd from a lack of par-
ticipation and local support. Thcy were simply not effective [Ref. 1J.
The Coast Guard recently contracted for an up.to.date Port Needs Study. The
new study is scheduled to be complpted by the summer of 1991. The purpose of this
study is to provide an updated list of major ports that may benefit fiomn a VTS. The new
study will conccntrate on analysis of risk (the potential for anl accident) rather than
anmalysis of historical accident data [Rcf. 16].
Port or Wateriay A'TS Sectors and Levels Needed
New York I.A 2 of 1.2 2 or 1.3
New Orleias 2 of' 1.2 1.3
I Iouston Galv'cston 1.2 1.3
Sahinv.Nec'us (I(\% 2635.290) 1.0 2 of 1.2
tChe ,peakc iar I.11 1.2 1.3
Moran Ocity ([l0\V s().q9) 1. R, 1.2
Cotw llhnch (IC\ l)7.012) 1,,,I
litotll Rouge 1.
Sai _rannciwo L2
I 1oun1a (ICV 5).OQQ) I..2
Chic teo I, Rt ___________________________




Verinillion Ri er (IIWV 115.179)i I.)
St. LiOUIS L)o
l.on1_ Island Sound oI)
Los clcý L.onq licach L)O
Corpus Christi I.)
Table 4. Ports and Watermays Ranking 1ier 15' p. vii
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3. I'mictional Description of' i Vessel Traffic Center (V'TC)
'I he ncrI- c center of, a V I S ik the Vcs~cl I rafic ( 'enter (VI C). Typically the
V' IC is manned by a Wu tc1h Oihcer, a W\atch Supervisor. and onec or more
Watclistanders. A description of' the duties or' these people will comipletc a picture or
what a VTS is responsible for.,
cf. W~atch Oj~lveli
* ~The Watch OlIcer is a commissioned US. Coast Guard oflicer (0.2 0-3)
generally following completion or a tour as Commanding Ollcer of a small Coast Guard
Cuttr, Ilie or shec is responsible for the overall pecrFormance: of' the VTS. The Watch
Ofllicr's duties includc: superm ision or' vi's operation, regulation of anchorage: uqe, re-
porting regulation violations. physkicl security of' the VTS system facility, and, training
of'new watchistanders, When necessary, tile Witch Omlcer has thc outhority to exercise
VOWse traffic control. I II this case hie or %she may di ect the movemnitt of' vessels in the
VTS. Normally a VTS will simply monitor wwsL' trallit; and provide traflic and navi-
vationl ini"orilltion wheni it is necessary.
b. Wi atch Supen-brii~,
The Watch Supervisor is a Coast Guard civilian employee (GS. I I) or Chief
Petty 011licer (117 8). 1 hie Watch Sulvervisor a54ists the Watch Olli1cer. Ile or she
SLecrises~ the watch in the absence of the Watch Oflicer. Thie Watch Supervisor is ulso
responsiblv the training ol'inewivachstandcrs.
c. 11'atI:standlers
The Watchstandcrs tire either enlisted Coast Guurd personnel (U-5 6) or
civilian employee (CPS-9), The matchsutimdr monitors und advises traffic in the V'1S
area and anticipates the movement o1' trallic within his or her VTS sector. The
wvatchstanldvr is SeaIted so that hec or ,he can monitor onc or more radar and video dis-
plays. The witchstander also monitors thle asso(iated VII U-A-[N voice commnunicattions
Cquip'Iteft. The tvatchstanderl Illiaintuas radar and voice contact with each veCssel inl his
or her sector. lIeI maintains an information base that includes:
1 3
Ve\ssel nlame.




* Designation of" vessel in VTS system.
* Route.
* Any other rclcvae't information.
In most cases this information is kept on a paper card similar to Figure I
on page 15. The watchstander attaches this card to a magnetic board that provides a
Praphic display of the VTS sectors. As vessels in non-surveillance sectors updatC their
positionN. these cards are annotated with the tinme and location, then advanced on the
board, Uxamples of non-surveillance sectors areas include rivers and offshore approa h
lanes. In some areas video cameras ONr used to monitor the accuracy of the vessel po.
sition reports. Tlhese voice reporting systems arc called Vessel Movement Relporting
Systems (V\'.IRS) for river areas or Ofishore Vessel Movemnent Reporting Sy-tems
(OVNI RS for deep sca approach areas. respecti'cly.
If a vessel is in an active surveillance area (normally radar coverage), the
watchstatndcr will acquire and designate the target so an Automatic Radar Plotting Aid
(ARIIA) can track it, if the VTS is so equipped. If the V'TS is not ARPA equipped.
Imanual I'alkar plotting techniques are used (grease pencil marks on a plan position indi.
cator tPPIi, When a vcssel requests it, or in anticipation of a traffic conflict, the
watchstandcr will issue advisories to the appropriate vessels. During periods of low
trafflc dendity, one watelistander may be responsible for monitoring multiple radars and
VTS sectors, including the OVNIRS and the VNIRS [Refrs, 9, 17: pp. 12-1.1,
L. VTS PROGRAM NIANAGEMENT
The Coast Guard program manager for VI*S is the OQlice or Navigation Saufty
Programs (Conunandant G.NSP), This headquarters oflice is charged with management
of Coast Guard VTS programs involving actikc traflic management. As a program of.
fice, G.NSP has suf1ered from decreasing budgets, personnel cuts, and a lack of project
priority, Following the Lxxon Valdcz oil spill. the program office ý\as boosted in per.
sonnel strength and status. This was a reaction to a Congressional mandate to install
a VTS in New York harbor Lind interest in reactivation of VTS New Orleans,
14
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Figure 1. VTS Vessel Tracldng Card
The complement to active traffic management is, of course, passive traffic manage.
ment. Passive techniques include the rules and regulitions developcd by the Coast
Guard. These techniques are used where responsibility for compliance may safely be
placed on the user. Examples of passive traffic management techniques include:
* Administration or Federal Anchorages.
e Designation of Safety Zones.
e Regulated Navigation Areas.
e Navigation Surety Regulations.
$ Navigation Rules (International and Inland).
* Bridge-to.Bridge Radiotelephone Regulations.
The Coast Guard does not have a specific program ofrice for passive traffic man-
agemcnt.
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F. COAST GUARD N'TS CONFIGIIRATIONS
I. Poirts and Equipment
The Coast Guard currently operates seven VT1*S systems, The location and
equipment suites arc listed in Table 5 on page 16.
,,, .,, • .... #of
o f VTS Man- B/W N of
Location Sec- Lev- I N1UI? Radar System VHF-FM
tors els dalor? LiLLT Sites
San Francisco, 4 1 .2 No 2 AN FPS1211 3
CA 1.1 X&S Band
Houston- 3 1.3 No 1 AN FPS-121 8 3
Galvevtbn, 1N 1.4 \-Band
PlgUt Sound. 5 1.2 Y0 AN FPS. I.9\VA 1.3 N --Bad 0 11
rl'+it• William . 1.2 Yes 2 AN I:!5- 121 7 * 2
Sound. AK .1.3 . -Iond I II: sites
Bervick 3aa, 1 AN SI'S-64\VI L3 _Yes X-Band I_ I
louis\ille. KY 1 1.2 Yes nol1e none I
Sau lt SO-1,11WS,1aul'i. S11 I L2 No none 1 2
New York "n-
I larbor (pro- I..1. Yes 7.8 X-Band 7 no
poscd I____________ 
______
Table 5. Summary of V'TS Capailities
2. Equipment Description
a. Radhr Equipment
The Coast Guard operates two radar systems as the primary surveillance
tool for VTS. These radar systems are based on conmercially available, maritime sur-
face search radars. Remote radar sites normally consist of redundant
transmitter receiver systems, wide band radar data link systems, and a radar control
signal system using either wide band or narrow band (voice grade) data links.
/1) Radar Frequcncy Bands. The Coast Guard primarily uses X.Band
radars. These radars provide a higher degree of target resolution, As seen in Table 6
on page 17 the X-Band radars can suillcr significantly due to rain, snow, or similar
meteorological phenomena. To counter the elil;ts or this type of system degradation,
16
a fev V1IS radZr sites are equippcd with both N-Band and S-Band radar
transiliticr rccci% cf'.
[able 6 lists the general characteristics of the radar bands used by
Coast Guard VTS radar systcms.
Radar Band ,Frequency Range Characterlstics
S 24 G ltz 0.5 to Io Low attenuation due to weather Me-Km dium target resolution
.0.5 to 10o Iligh target resolution High atten-X 8.12 Gliz Km uation due to weather (3Y times
__reater than S-Band)
Table 6. Radar Band Characteristics [Rcl 18: pp. 5-1 to 5-13]
".2 .4 .- FPS. /09. The A N.FPS-109 radar is used in the Puget Sound
V'S and will be the initial radar at Governor's Island in the resurrected New York VTS.
This radair is a twenty year old, analog radar, It does not include enhancements beyond
being equipped with a l'Pl l'or manual, grease pencil, Contact plotting. The remote
transmitter receivers arc linked to the VTC indicators using 10\1lIz microwave circuits.
These twenty year old analog microwavc circuits carry broadbund radar signals which
inc.lude the Following components:
0 Radlr VidICO (broadband target i:nlormation).
* Radar Synchroni,.ation (system titing).
* Azimuth Information (antenna direction).
Control signals from the operator position (range selcction, gi:in, flI.
ter control, etc.) ale returned to the remote site by either voice grade telephone circuits
or on the mitcrowave circuit.
"lhe AN. [PS-109 has reached the end of its economical life. Repair
parts are becoming expensive and scarce. They are X-Band radars and enjoy relatively
good target resolution. The indicators must oe used in a darkened room,
,3I A VN-FPS.1.12. The AN-FPS- 121 radar is a slightly modified version
of the commercially available Raytheon Pathfinder radar. This radar is also very similar
to the standard surface search radar installed in Coast Guard Cutters, The
A N.FPS- 121 is a step up friom the 1.-' S- 109 system, The FPS- 121 uses digital process-
MiU to enhance the radar display and to provide the functions of an Automatic Radar
.7
i L m i'
Plotting Aid (A RPA.\ T 'his radar 111.y use eithcr the X or S radar frcquetiwv bands. 'I hie
remote raidar trlaivntittcr receiver systems also use lON! lit microwave circuitS to link
r1Oadal~i~l radar signals to the VI C. Control siJgnals are senit to tile emilote Sitms by
telcpiwnec or microwave systems. The advanitagc or thc [PS- 121 system is use of' digital
signial processinig anid incorporationl of ARPA functions.
The proccssinig techniques used in this system are becomding standard
in all commercial marinec radars and will be briefly discussed, The *-stem converts the
analog radar inflormationi, received at the indicator, into digital information. 'Timee
digitized siriials are saved in a digital mnemory on a sweep-to-sweep basis. Each swcep
is compared with the f1ollowing sweep. Only target information that is present iii both
sweels. is displayed. Radar clutter (soa aind rain return) is greatly reduced usingi this
tcclinology. *'Eargec range and1 bearing is then extructed anid displayecd on the indivator.
f target inlormation, may also be accessed by add onl systems like an ARPA.
'IN ARI.\ system f'or the Fl'S- 121 system is baSiGEally a stripped
down version of' Raytheon's RAYCAS V ARPA, '[he IRAYAS V collision avoidance
syStm1 (CAS) is standard onl Coas Guard Cutters and is also conuncrcially available.
'T'he ARPIA systein provides several features desigiied to assist a radar operator. Using.
symbolizationi and digital displays. an) AR PIA provides the Follow~inig furictions anid iii-
Formation:
* dlanual am] automatic target acquisitioni
*Automatic to tc tru(cking (of acquired targets)
*Display of tra(kingi history (%pccd and directioni)
*Display of current Leading and speed
*Alarms for close passage of tracked targets
*Display of thle locationl of potentkil Collision between conitacts
* Iisrkav of basic navigation informiationi (fairway and channel boundaries, buoy
pos-ition, etc.)
.l'he A'N-rFPS-121 also provides an RS-232 port for automatic col-
lection of tracked target information. The indicators used by the Coast Guard must be
used ill a darkenied room.
b. Clomed Circuit TeletIsion (CC T19Low Level Light Telei~sion (Lii TI'.)
Equipment
Closcd Circuit Television with Low, Level Light Tclevision camera techinol-
ogy is used by severAl \"S systemis. 1 hiese systems arc used to mionitor VTS areas
composed of nztrrow channels, sharp bend'. or similar "bottle-neck" areas where riid,'r
is no1 cllc.'tive. "lhe C('TV system,; Providc the VIC with visual inll1m11tir allowine
the operator,; to idcntily vessels and directh l monitor traflic conditions. U se of' I.I.I.TV
camera technology allows monitoring at night. The broadband video data from remote
camera sites is linked to the VTC using 1OMll1z microwavc circuits, Camera operators
are able to remotely control tle azimuth (direction). tilt, zoom, and Focus of the cameras.
Control information for the cameras is sent from the VTC using either voice grade tele-
phone lines or broadband microwave circuits.
I. l-F.AII I'vice Cominmuncations Equipment
The primary means for a x"rs to communicate trafric information to par-
ticipatingl vessels is over VI l1.r-N radio telephone circuits. The Coast Guard operates
many of" these systems. VI [-FnYI proVides high quality, line-ol-.sight, 'oiCCe coinmuni-
cations. l)ue to the line-of-sight restriction, several V[F.IFM sites mayl be required to
obtain rikI v1"s covcric. *The technology used to control the VIIF.- [NI remote
transmitter receiver equil-iment is normally audio tones sent over voice grade telephone
lines. The audio information travels to the remote site on the same voice grade chantel.
V'I'S Prince Williams Sound has the capability of c€ommunicating using either VIIF-.FM
or high [i'quency (II V:) radio equipment. Use of' I F communication equipment pro.
vidcs longer ranges as the signal is not limited to line.ole-sight propagution.
ff. compaer Eqnipmnttn
The Coast Guard operates a VCry basic comDputer systeml For vessel tracking
in VTS I loustoll Galveston. 1The computer system, and hardware, was designed in the
early 1971)'s. There is currently a Coast Guard project to update both the sorfwarc and
hardware to provide a more intewralted ap',l-roahd to vessel management.
c. Data Lintk Equipment nh(icrowa¢e)
The Coast Guard relies heavily on microwave systems for transmitting
broadband radar and video signal% fi'om remote sites back to the V'IC. These systems
were installed inl the early 1970's. They are analog, 10 Mllz, solid state systems. The
maintenance costs of keeping them on-line with better than 99'1b, reliability have become
prohibitive [Ref. 1].
G. VTS DATA CONTENT
As an information source, the current VTS systems capture static, dynamic, and
processed dynamic data. Static data includes information that does not change during
the period the vessel transits the VT'S area. The name of the vessel is one of the static
I Q
dc.~t clement,. l)Dvnamic daita cihaies as a function of time while the vessel is in the
VIS •Nme. I he 11C po-itioll ofthe veSscl is the most owvious cilmplC of'this type of "dita.
Processed dyrnamic data is information calculated firom the dynamic data in the VIS.
One example of processed dkynamic data is vessel speed. Vessel speed is calculated From
successive positions over a period of" timc. The data captured and recorded by Coast
Guard VI'S systems is listed below.
* Vessel Identification Tag (static),
* Vessel Type (static),
* Vessel D)raf (static).
* Vessel Position (dynamic).
* Vessel ETA to Next Reporting Point (dynamic).
* Date (dynamic),
* \\'eather Conditions (dynamic).
6 Vessel Course (qroessed dynamic),
* Vessel Speed (processed dynamic),
Each VTS is required to collect historical data such as the total number of' transits
through the VTS. This data is normall. calculated manually as part of the overall ad.
ministrative requirements of the V'IS, Anl example of historical data collection Is cal.
culation of the total number of' vessel transits by manually counting the nuumber of
OVN'IRS and V\NIRS cards used in a month.
In the course of normal operations, VIS personnel crcate an informal database
consisting of general knowledge regarding participating ships, and their actions while in





*Radio conmmnication skills including problems with a language harrier.
* General work history including ports visited and routes used.
Although inlormal in nature, this inflormation is used by V'IS controllers in deciding
what actiom:s are most appropriate For the situations present within the VTS,
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III. VTS AND COAST GUARD COMMAND AND CONTROL (C-:)
A. V PLANNING FOR A MULTI-.NISSION ENVIRONMENT
As the Coast Guard enters the 1990's, the diversity of missions, operational plat.
foIrms, and geographic necessitics will continue to strain the command and control (C0)
systcms of the Coast Guard, This includes the VITS systems. With decreasing budget
levekl, the nced ror maximunm efficiency and cfTfctiveness will continue to grow. These
flictors have c¢tuscd the Coast Guard to look toward the use or computer enhanced V
te bcttcr manage the already stretched resuurtes.
I)ue to the comrlex.itics of the Coast Gurd's various mission areas, it has been
nccessary to nauimain several spccialitcd Operations Centers (OP(.ENs) In a single area.
L%-'.,i tlough spcc!.ilized, these OPtCINs share a common nced for basic information and
Coast Guard resources (personnel. ships. bouts, and aircraft). In a simple sense, these
shared needs may be summiued up by three qucstions. Thev aire:
* What are the missions?
0 What Coast Guard resources are a-,sigicd?
* \Vhere vre all the plaevers?
IIn order to elhcvtivcly man ag,, missions and resources, Coast Guard OPCENs need
an accurate tactical picture. tailored to their specilic interests. Coast Guard OPCLNs
are hirarchical in nature over a gcogaraphic area. The upper level OP1'CNs provide
mision tasking and guidance. The lower echelon 0I:CENs act as the conmiunications
link between the Coast Guard resources and the upper echelon OP)CENs. At the present
time, the primary mcuim of shlaring inlormation between Coast Guard OPC[INs and
operational resources are voice circuits (telephone and radio) and message exchange
([L.\lail and record trallic on dedicated circuits) [cf, 19 : pp. 2.22 to 2-281. These cir.
cults arc subject to data and human error, circuits outages, and arc inherently ineffcient.
Coast Guard VWS commands possess a part of the tactical picture needed by these
OPC.Ns. The VIS can provide a geographically oriented picture of'harbor and coastal
areas, including the location of Coast Guard resources and other mission essential in.
formation. This information is, however, stuck within the VTS. In planning the second
generation of \'i'S :.ystcms, the Coast Guard can greatly increase the €el'ectiveness of this
survcill ance information by making it availoble to other Coast Guard (7 s%. tems. This
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is possible through careful systcm planning that recogniies the need For improved and
intcer.tied C- ca0p bilities I, ef. 1: p. 4-1-141.
B. 0 THEORY AS APPLIED TO \'TS SYSTEMS
1. Definition of a 0 System
A V systcm is cssentially an information handling system. It provides the in.
formation necessary for accurate and timely decision making. A 0 system must inter-
face with a variety of external information sources, These sources provide data in ways
that rcdldue the probability of making an incorrcct decision, Interopcrabillty between
information sources is a key factor in the design of an ellcicent and efflcctive 0 systcm
[Ref. 20: p. 282].
As a niantrgernint tool, a C system has three basic characteristics. Thc first is
that the C2 systcm is used to implement management Pinctions which includc control,
supervision, warning, situation assessment, decision making. and decision exec.ution
IRete 21: p. .1. Tlhe second charactcristic is that. in most situations, the sy.stcm must
work in "real~time", A rel-time ope~ration may be defIned as:
...o(le that prescnlts an linwer to a continuing problem for a particular set of values,
while those \alues tire still itvailable ItRer, 21: p. 41.
This element of time is measurcd relative to the needs ofthe system and decision maker.
For a VfS, ".real.time" may be quantified as the latency between data acquisition and
data display. The Coast (tuard has stated that a latency of betwecn ten and fifteen
seconds is accePtablC IR11. -22, 23: p. II1. For a ship steaming tit fiflccn knots. this re-
prcsents at distance of about 250 fleet. This is approxinmately half of the width or a small
major shipping channel in the United States. Many heavily travelled channels are rouch
wider. The third Ca managcment characteristic that such a s stern should provide is an
eflicient means for planning. managing, and controlling operations liRef 21: p. 59. This
includcs both gFaphit;al and analytical tools For planning future operations, display of
the current (real-timc) information, and analysis of historical data.
A Command and Control system is actually made up of three sub-systems
working together to support a decision maker, These sub-systems are defined as:
.. a coMIIand sub.,Sstcm consists of those processes and stall that directly support
any decision maker, military or civilian, A control subsvstem consists of the Func.
tions and entities through which both a decision is eecutcd and information is re-
eivvd to fitcilitate future decision making and to monitor progress. Conimunicati, ms
*sd•l'xsten. interionnect the elements ofthe conmnand and control subsy-stems. Reit.
2LM: P. 2821
I I I't II I,
For a VTS these qubh.s.-stems could be delineated as:
(Comnmand Subsystem. V R" Watchstanders and vessel location displays (radar and
\AIRS holirdo..
I Control SubsystCm . Surveillance equipment (radar, video, and radio position re-
ports) and the regulations supporting VTS.
e Conuminication Subsystvm V \llF-FM voice radio, wide band microwave radar
wtid video links, and telephone circuits for system control links.
2. Conceptual Models of 0 Systems
a. Boyd's OOD.. Loop Structure
One of the best models of a C system is Boyd's OODA Model, illustrated
in Fisture 2 on prae 24. Boyd's model illustrates the C1 proccs5 flnctions that support
a dectiion maker. lable 7 shows how Coast (iuard V'I'S fts into this model,
NIodIVi VTs Function
' The task or tsvrvin; the ENVI •RONMIN'T. This includes both uc.
Observec tive and passive sensing techniques. The goal Is to provide continujo,
coverage of the environment, under Lill conditions. '1 e !ey puranie-
ters of'.thi, rminct ion arc covera e and irnlormation timeliness.
The task ol'this funktiun is to detect signilicalt situations and to
Forecast chinVes in the %:urrent situation. Forecasts guide the Oil.
SLI .T Riunction by indicating where to look. and what to look for.
Orient Tihis fInt.tion also pros'ides background inobrination such as drafl,
destimntion, and past history. The ORI lliNT function provides the
ta(ttik;al pic.turc. Key paranetcrs are completeness, aiccuracy, and re-
- - spon 1siveCI ,.,
"ihis function ik ewtrcnelv Conmplex and is Carried out by the deCision
D)ecide maker, using the V' s'stemn. Decisions are based on the tactical pic.ture •nd other relevant information provided by the ORIINT Ianrc.
tion.
.. .' is the int''l'ce between the dixision maker and the LNVI RON-
Act NIL.:NT. It is the means For the decision maker to inlluence the LN-VI RONWINT. This part of a VIS V2 systemn includes the laws,
.. ______regulations, and communication systems supporting thle VTS.
En\ jiron. -For a V'S, the liNVI R\ NNI [NT includes the surveillance arca, vcs.i sl traflc. weather, pulitical climate, and similar Flctors, These items
mcnt influcixe, or may be inlluenced by, the decision mnker.
Table 7. Boyd's OODA Model and VTS (Ref. 24: pp. 26-36]
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Figure 2. Boyd's OODA Model [Ref, 24: p. 261
In designing a 0 system it is necessary to understand the nature of the en-
vironment to be controlled. The environment is generally categorized into one of four
classes based on the predictability of probable outcomes [Rer, 24: pp. $1.52]. The rour
classes are:
* Deternministic - for a given initial condition there Is only one possible outcome.
* Moderately Stochastic . only a limited number of similar results are possible with
a given initial condition,
* Scverely Stochastic • a larger number of outcomes are possible with a given initial
condition.
* Indeterminate . for a given initial condition, the outcome cannot be predicted.
When viewed as a probabilistic process, a VTS seems to be best described
as moderately stochastic, The number of possible outcomes are highly constrained. The
possible outcomes are limited by federal regulations such as the Inland and lnternational
Collision Regulutions [Ref. 26] and by the physical nature of ships moving in restricted
channels. VTS control techniques will affect the environment in a predictable way.
Based on this ability to predict the outcome of a set of conditions, timely facts and data
become very important to the decision maker, in a moderately stochastic process, The
control process structure is also important as it guides the construction of predictive
models, allowing better control of the environment [Ref. 24: pp. 51-53]. Based on a
moderately stochastic OODA model of a VTS, the dccision maker will need a mirxture4
of timely data (vessel position, identity, and movement), fu-ts (vessel drall, weather, and)
maneuvera bilityv, and control process structure (voluntary or mandatory participation,
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vessel control or position monitoring. et;.) in order to make tile hest decision and then
mlon it or OIL: Otitcolluc of, that deckiionl.
b. The C2ommnd~u Siqperiisoij Post (CSP)
Tile most important part of a C1 systecm is the Comnu-and Supervisory Post
(CSl1). This is the conceptual point where decisions are made, In a VTS, the CSP is the
VTC. Figure 3 oin page 26 illustrates Morris's CSr model. This model details thle types
or informiation used to make a decision inl a CS!'. Decisions are made by both thle hu.
man decision nmakers as well as automatically by the C' system soflware. The decisions
made solely by the (7 system sortwarc are generally constrained to a spc~iflk response
to particular set of data conditions. Ani example or'an Automated V. decisioat Is soflware
sounding an alarmn wheni a radar contact moves out or' an established transit zone.
v. A~n Expantkd V' i1Iodie
Bloyd's OOl)\ Model and Morris's CS!' Model are useful Lis conceptuall
aids ill swing the need to segment V' into distinct flinctions. Ill order to apply this type
of' co lcelt 1a li/at ion to fitting a NVI S into a Coast Guard wide 0' System. it is% neessary
to ex\pand the model. Morris', e.xpandcd model (Figure 4 onl pale 27.) details the C'
process into clk:\en N~nctions. The following list annotates these: steps% with comments
rclatise to the inclusion of' VIS inlorimition as one of' several inf'ormiation sources for
anupper echelon CS1 1ReW. 21: p,.61.
L. IDat Acquisition VIN'S data ii currently acquired fromn three sourccs. They tire
id&0. radlar, and voiýce communnication. \VhenI this inlformlationl eniteS it Cl S\ will
it Should hc inl it #-tandard formn 'Ilhi; w~ill allow for design modularity and fle\ibil-
itv, liach source of' inForniation will rqluirc a subsystem to put the dut~i into a
%tanldard Format.
I. lat~. .\ssiniblv, Validation, and correclation -Raw data is assemlbled into a .Sable
1,6r-111or a dlatabase: and checked for validity. Raw data is correlated with data
Stored inl it data H ase. F or \lS in form11ation this m~ay bc seenl us linking the inlcom*l
ing dlata ito it particular11 data Wet (Ship aninc ) that lincludc% a wide rallgc of infor-
mation includinV presnt positionl, historical position. and descriptive iiifornmatiou,.
3. D~ata Processing l Data is% processed inl order to provide Vurthcr information such
as course, speed, and othier relevant information.
4. D~ata U:pdating Processed data is written onl to a database record, This is similar
to the VI"C operator annotating the Vessl Tracking Card (Figure I on page 15).
5. D~ata Storage -The updated database record is placed into storage for use inl a
tactical display. vessl traffic analysis, and communication to external V. systems.
0. 1Information IDisplay Real-time hinormiation is combined with user selected infor.
Ilation and displax ed. In a \'IS this could be real-timie radar contacts being
overloaed onl a digital chart with thle comlposite being displayed Onl a computer
mon01itor. UI :c conltact could haime its iden~tity, vessel type,c and Siaiiflar inilorniltionl
Iveiddl litoosmuta
Figure 3. Morris's Command Supervisory Post (CSP) [Rcfl 21: p. 121
displayed. Potcntiully dangerous situations could be highlighted for operator
action.
7. Daita Retrieval - hirorniation is selected for display, or further analysis based on the
desires of the user.
8. Decision Making - This is where the humnan element and the informution process.
ing element of a C' systcm meet, Some decisions are made automatically, based
on rules established within the C' system. The user may rnodilf' these rules and
select other information to better suit his or her current needs.
9. Conunand Dispatching - This I~inction provides the decision maker with a means
to control the C' environment, In the current VTS systems, this Cunction is carried
out over VHF.FNI voice radio circuits.
10, Command Implementation - This function contains the interface between the de.
cision maker tind the C' environment. It is easily characterized as the VTC
\Vatchstmnder ordering a ship to anchor, The regulations supporting VTS require
the vessel to comply, so the vessel acknowledges the order and carries it out.
1 1L Controlce Actions - Within the overall environment thc 0 system is designed to
detect particular events. Controlec actions, such as maneuvering to anchor, are
events the Cl could detect and monitor. (Ref. 21: p. 6)
In a macro sense, a VTS is one of several information sources that could
be available to Coast Guard decision makers. A large scale ' syte would use some
of the information stored In a VTS Cl system, based on the needs or the decision makers
running the uipper eclielon C' system. In this context it is important to note that the
commnunication systems supporting such a system are as important as the lower level
C' systems, A 0 system linking jeograpkically separated information sources will de.
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Figure 4. Morris's Expanded C0 Model IlRef, 21: p. 6.]
pend heiavily on rapid and reliable inlbrmation trnnsfcr. This dependence must be con.
sidcred part of the sophisticated system.
3. ' System Examples
a. IF'uild- W'de Al itllr.i, Comnmand anld Contr'ol Syusetn (fl'JI'IIlJCCS)
WWNICCS was developed in the late 1960s and is used to facilitate the
planning and execution of' military operations. It is composed of over eighty mainframe
computers being linked by a dedicated data network using the Department of Defense
AUTODIN system. Many mini-computers and terminals are also linked into the sys-
tem. This equipment is centered in about thirty locations worldwide, WW.NICCS con-
tains database information on the operational status of nmlitary units, The database
includes information regarding geographic position, rission readiness, training status,
supply status, personnel status, and equipment problems, Operational units input in.
formation usin& strictly formatted message traffic. Authorized users are able to select
the information 'they need, and display it, in a wide variety of ways. \VW.NICCS also
includes tools used to assist with planning military, operations.
As a C. system. VTS differs from WVWMCCS in that VTS requires real-time
information oriented to a particular geographic location. WWVMCCS may be used as
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-in anlalogy for -.n ur~per echelon Coast. Guard P systcmi that %supporS11tsinlti-Mi"1011o
(1Ccjlun making fl~ld that require s tandardi/ed informnation from sesci_ nuices.
b. .4h Triqf/h' Conitrol (A4 TC)
The T'cdcral Aviation Adtinistration (F.AA) maintains an extensive Air
Traffic Control (A'rc) system throughout tile United States. This systcmn is often viewe-d
as a parallel to Coast Guard VTS systems, The ATC system is composed of' several
layers of control being linked by various data communication networks, These layers
(Ref. 26] include:
Airport Traffic Area. Trhis is the area within five miles or an airport with an oper.
ating control tower. All aircraft arc required to comply with the instructions of the
fecderally manned control tower. A-irport Surveillance Radar (ASR) is used to tdc-
twc aridt control airborne traffic,
*Airport Radar Service Area (ARSA). This i% the area within twenity miles of bu%%-
airports. All airicrall are under radar surveillance und are reqjuired to complly withl
ATC dirv;ctionis. ARS.'s contain one or more Airport Truflei A\reas anid the asso-
viatcd ASR sxtns
*Air- Route *frtilic Control Ceniter (ARTMC) This is the hecart of the ATC 0 %svs
will. Tlhe U S. is broken into several geographic sectors, each beling serviced b\ in
A RTCC. Tracking hinformation i~rom A\SR anid A RSA radars seloctively flows into
anid out of the ARrCC( based oin the path of' anl aircruft. *.TC sector controllers
"liandofV' this information us an aircraft moves from one area to another. 'I lie
handoff is inl the forml of' contact idecntification and truckiing information only. TVhe
handoff information is digital data which may be passed over high speed, narrow
band communication links. Tlhe new controller hooks the radar contact to bugin
the automatic tracking process. I'li A kiCC is also the link between a pilot's
f'light plan and the AIC. T1hrough this system A] C lmanauges route conlgestionl and
airport arrivals and departures. This is done through a combination of' route sc.
lccionl, holding, anl aircraft at a particular airborne area, arid authorized departure
timeis,
The major difference betweeni ATC anid VTS is the degree of control over
participants, Unlike Coast Ouard VI'S, AIC assumecs direct control of all commercial
air traffic, This includes takeoff, routing, speed, altitude, anid landing instructions. T he
AxC systemn is designecd to facilitate both safety and traflic volume. Due to thle speed
of jet aircraft anid the complexity of'LUS. airspace, the A1C 0 system requires Jirec
human control, extensive redundancy, and in-depth training for both the user (pilots)
and 0 system controllers. In the busy US. airspace, AxC requires real-tinlic radar in-
formation with a data latency ofless than one second,
TVhe Airport Traffic Area anid its ASR system provide a good analogy ror a
Coast Guard VTS 0 system., The ASR covers, a limited geograp-hic area arid paýscse
surveillance inForination to the upper vchelon sectors (ARSA and MUMCC. It does tiot,
however. provide the depth of' service or planning flexibility needed for multi14-m1isSionl
Operaitional sup~port. I acorpora t ioln of' the ical. timle ATC daw~ into the pn~lanning FilIlic.
tions and inlbrmnation structure of' the WVMCC(S system illustratcs, conceptually, the
direction that systema tic planning can takec Coast Guard \7TS systems.
c. Automnated Amina~l-Assistanmce Vessel Rescue Sy-stcrn (AN1IIER)
The Automated Nlutual-Assistance Vessel Rescue Systemt (ANIVER) is an
international, computer based position reporting service run by the Coust Guard. The
Purpose of the systemn is to provide a database of commecrcial vessel positions that can
be used for SAR response in areas not covered by a SAR resource. Vessels file voyage
plans using several c;ommnunication sources including con-vxmercial and govermenctt radio
stations and scrvices. These messages art; manually entered in the database Vessel
positions tire kept culrrenlt usking qsubse(juent position reports and dead rekoningf tech-
nliques, When reqUested by one of the Coast Guard OPCENs, the ANIVER database
is queried with a position mid radius, TFhe identity and position of participating nicr*
chumn \vesscl% is returned. Nearly 251.10 vessek arc active in the database daily. [his rc-
preseins ap~promimatel\ on1e third of' the world's merchant fleet.
A NI VI: It praticipation is voluntary for foreign flag vessels. U.S. flag vessels
* ~~are req ired to participate under the U. S. MIaritime Adminkt rati oil's U.S. MIerchant
Vcssel Reprorting Systcm (USMI lo. The LSMIER system is dcsignecd to provide the
*position of' US. merchant \vessels for SA Rk and national def115C purIposes. LSMI Li in.
Formation is Forwarded to the Coast Guard .\ NI NT systemn, the t. .S. Navy. Lind to the
U. S. N ai utii Administration.
C. COAST GUARD PROJECTS AND COMMAND AND CONTROL
1. Adoptlon of V- lit time Coast Guard
Tlhe Coast (ikiard has started to integrate C1 into the daily routine of the olper.
atiOnal COjst (juard, III the f'ollowing pa~ges the authlor will outlinle somei Of, the inli*
portant policy movements within the Coast Guard and brief])y describe projects related
to both ('- and \'IS,
ai. 0 Policy atil Operating Prceopts
InI Lin effort to establidh Lin initegruted C, policy withinl the Coast Guard, the
Commandant conimissioiicd a study to determine and document the strategic direction
of'informa11,tionl sy'stem technolog0y Rekf. 27: p. 2j, While the focus of this study, titled the
U'.S. Coast Guard Information Tl'chnology Architecture, wtas on Coast Guard adminis.
*trativu infobrmlationl syStnmi, the policy that the report established directly impacts the
design of coast Guard (7 s,, teniN. of thle major strategies identified. tile fnllowin~o most
dircctly ilirpact thle di:nof' a VS VC ( systemi.
NJ I Fech',al !11Iformlfiun Pro('essing S~iand(WC1s /flfP$,. The Coast Guard
will Comply witi he mc mergini Federal Inf'orniation Processing Stundards (F! PS). These
include:
e POSIX (FIPS 151). Portable Opcratin; System lnterflacc flor Computer Environ-
ment. *fhis standard provides a tool that is designed to provide a vendor inde-
pendent intcrface bctwccni application progrnnms and machine specific opelrating
systems. This will allow programs to be written in a majimer such that they can run
onl many michines, withiout expensive and difficult convarsion, Tri~c standard is
applicablel for all computter sy-stemis fromn miicro computers (P)Cs) to main frumes.
POSIX defineis a C' language soure code level Interface to an operating system
enivironnment anll, wil! mature to include other languages including Ada. Yortr.,n,
Pascal, and cobol.
* (jOSh'1 (TA I'S 1-40) Governmient Opena Systcm Interconnection Profile. '! i set
of' standitids re~jluires ýLll fOedcr'iI a1gnCties to usc tile scCVLivlaer ISO Open ystemil
Ivtcrconnec;tion (OSI ) protocols for new and updated information systems and
networks.
* SQL. (1711S 1 27. Databaqc 1.onVULgua SQL (Structurcd Query Language). Th'lis
standard i~i LdCSiVInd to promote rortability of datahasc definitions and application
programs between compl-uter systemis. It specifies two languages that make up* a
relationlal datahaw. mnainacmlcit systeml. While SQ1, is not speciflically designud for
distributcd sysýtcms, it does include enough flexibilitA' and power to allow for thlis
type of' programming.
'2 IS-2f00 cwcl Coino,,urcia! TehkcommunIwicat;A~n S)yStons. Thle I nflor-
niation *Ve"Imulogy Architecture report also established that data. nicssqc. record. and
voice transmivssion is to be accomplishied using the mlost cost effective mleans available
While meetingi User reqjuiremnirts fo r response, security, interopera bility. and
sur'ViVabilitv.*hi is to be aC~omplrkhe)d prnjmarily through Fl 5.2100 and commercial
tClccommun1.11iction systems f~or shorc-to-shore necds and tnrough a combination of' ra-
dio, satellite commu1hnication, and Cellular phone systcmis (close to shore) for Coast
Guard ship-air-shore comniuoication links,
"3;Xationial Securi~v Regulations. Tile Coast Guard's inflormation tech-
nology architecture will also follow National Security Regulations. 'One of th.. most
important aspects of this policy\ is the requiremncrt that computer systems using secure
information must be wholly separated rromn non-secure systems. This regulation specif-
ically prohiibits telecommunication links between non-secure and secure information
sses'Flli, requires use of an "air gap' data transfer systeml.
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b. hiformatioo, Technioloeiz .1rclhirrcirae Pre'e,"ts
In I 9)SS tile (oaus (itlj rd comp10LctI I study on1 he dc,ýiin of' an Intecs-mete(
Conmmand Center (ICC]. The purpose of this study was to:
S. .. provide a top-level structure for promoting teamwork and effciency among all
pa rticipatinls functional areas of the command center comiplex [Ref. 19: p. 4.1j,
* In doing this, the ICC Studly recc inmended adoption of' four precepts'. These precepts
further indicate tile Coast Guard's shift toward int~gratcd 0 planning. The precepts are:
0 Focus on the niceds of'thc principal decision miakers.
* Command Centers (or OITICLNs) should Function as a "single entity", a unified
team with closely cooperating mi-mbers. Command cen tcrs should be functionally
integrated. even though they are p~hysically separated.
* *The ICC must be prepraied for all modes of' operations, TIhis requires th . ICC to
be organli7Cd and CequippedQ to han1dle all possible missions or mis-sion combhinations
nq well as beling prerpai-ed for m~endcd high tempo operations during civil or miii.
tary crisis.
# The ICC must be prepared for all] possiblc sccurity requiremeonts, fromnonn- secure
SA R cases to highly secure minlitar-y operations,
c. Au oaoteied GrolovistioniuI Plotulug ('pabfflh
* I~During the course of'thc WCC study. the strengths and weaknesses of Coast
Guard OP1CLN's were highlighted. The rerort noted:
T lhe generlal ltck of' all effective and fully' intepruted uutomnated geolocritional plot-
ting caplability eue rgcd its on.- of'thec most semerc defciencie% of the command center
surcve. Ani aultomated Foolocational plotrinq cripbility mefers to the capabl.iity of'
an1 Abl.P system to provide toolk lot' displaying high-resolution. video-bascd chaitrts
of '4ignilklant geoplraphic arcw,. Su~i v' cupabilit v neccssarily includes v'ar'inp chart
scale and inceo rporales economic. nIilitiiz'. 11nd' cultural ca'rtographic Ileattures, a~s
dcoiied, as~ w~ell LIS thle Capabilii\' to ovcrlaiv trackplots of high interest vessel trai11ic.
s,,,., a cap~alility hias bcell cdemonstrated to be of' great valie in SAR operations
where raplid loc;ationl of' S RUS (Si'a cl R&'s':-ce L'niz is required, and inl LE oper-
ationlS where muti-VOSsel iMterdictionl operations requires near-continuous know-
ledge of all] vesscl positions. A key element of this cupability is the automated
processinG (i.e., plotting) of vessel track data extracted Fr'om formatted mesage
trafllic. This Capability would be particularly usefUl in high intensity crisis and MI DZ
S(Cenarios. IRef, 19: P. 2-1()1
2. Coast Guard Q Projects
A "fully integrated .au.tomated Scolocational plotting capability" is anl example
of the type of computer enhanced C- that thc Coast Guard needs. 'l'he Coast Guard has
,a number of projects underway that are designed to meet. the 0 needs of the service.
Inl the follow\ýIng paragraphs the author w~ill briefly describe some of'these projects, Thei
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teclinolom'is beililw Lusd bV 1thCSC pI-ojects are state- of~the-art and mustM be considered ill
the dcsipl of* a second venerationl NT."I
l'hc Coast Guard is designing two tactical computer systems. They tire the
Shipboard Tactical Computer (S'TC) and the Geographi,.al Tactical Computcr (GTC).
The purpose of* these systems is to improve the tactical informution management and
decision support within the Combat Inforniation Centers (CICs) of Coast Guard Cutters
and Group and mission specific (third echelon level) OPCENs. These systems will inte-
grate sensars. displays, comimunication, and advanced computing technology to provide
a geographically oriented tactical display. The influrnation su~nniarized in the video
display will be tailored to the needs of the decision iiakers commanding an operation,
While the OTlC project is in the "concept dcrinition" stage, thc prototypc siC: was in.
%talkcd in LSC1GC I lamilton during M arch of HIM I1 Rkefs. 28. 291, The initial SIC system
citpabilitics are briefly listed below.I
*A-ccep~t digital heading and spce'ýJ input from ship's gyro and doppiler speed log.
a Accejrt digital radar turget daut (,air and surflueel from a SlPA.25G or RAYCAS V
radlar indficator.
0 Accept digital ship's position information Fromn LORA.%N, GPS, and other electronic
e Acccpt Over-thec-I lorizon (OTI 1) and .'crostat targ'et and data infrormation. Tlhis
t\ p e oi' infornation is received via radio transinission and kemodulatcd into di~ital
inibrimation. This capability includes use of' U.S. Navy N-DS information,
* Accepit intelligence and operational inlf'orMtionl fromn a Coast Gua.4rd tan11dilrd
worksýtation. [Ihis inflormation includcs suspect vessel descrirtiolik. lw;cdtiolls, vnsscl
sighting~s. and similar intelligence hinlorninaton.
* Display and nianage navigation quality digitized charts including a zooni Function.
Patrol: SA R. transit, and similar operationial and intelligenct; inflormation can be
overlayed thle navigational Charts.
*Overlay real-timei and initelligeclce targct infbirnation as well as own ship's position.
*Assist with operational planning (SAR, NILE. Warfare) through selective plotting
of tactical information.
This sy-stemi provides a very flexible tactical V system through its display
and planning fea~tUres. Inflormiation is put into the system through specially designed
interfi'acs that Nbed a database. When SiC is fully mature, it will use a LAN' to link
shiipboard hinformation s1.stern resources, TVhe LAN will be the dual. token ring fiber-
optic network knowtn us the U.S, Navy Shipboard Adaptable Flexible Embedded Lniml
Arca Network (SA l:1NET'. With the incorporation or' SA ITNL'1, s'C: will accept and
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display many additional inFormation sources including SONA.XR and llectronic
Counter-NIcasure [(2!C )inlormation. [Rel' 30 1
b, C.oast (Ward Daita Commnunication!
"The Coast Guard is looking into several digital data communication con-
cepts. The purpose orthese types or systems is to increase the information flow between
operational resources and thc operational commanders. One or the concepts being ex-
plored include High Frequency Datalink (IIrDL). This program uses high speed syn.
chronous modems to transfer digital data over high frequency (3-30 MHz) radio circuits.
Eventually this program may lead to the development of a Coast Guard packet radio
network.
The Coaqt Guard is also establishing its own data network. This data net.
work is call the Coast Guard I 4iridt Data Network, This network will consist of both
de,,licated and dial-up telephone lines used to route E..Niil protocol messages. It will
establish an N.25 Wide Area Network (\WAN) providing Coast Guard.wide connectivity'.
This system will be the backbone of administr'.ativ' management as the Coast Guard
moves toward a pupciless environment. It is also possible that operational inflormation
will Ilow over this system in conjuctions with projects similar to the I II'DL described
abov'e I Rl,' 21)),
c. .-Iitwutated Depcndhnt Surveillance S.'ste'm
"Tlhee s. ters use a radio circuit to automatically transnmft position itlfor-
Ilation l'rom an operational platrorm or interest to a Coast Guard OPCEN. An uxaml-Nle
of this tylpe of' systcm is Geostar Corporation's Radio Determination Satellite Service
(RDSS ). Such s> stems use satellite navigation and satellite conumunication technologics
to link riosition informnation to a shore based 011CIN. The Coast Guard is considering
the use of this type of system to automate position and status reports for operational
units such as boats and air•,ra lt.
d. TI'S .•l',•mtt/ Updhatet andt RveItablishment
A, mentioned in Chapter 11, Congress is requiring the Coast Guard to re-
establish VTS New York. The initial phase of this project will be completed in August,
1990 with a final completion date of' 30 September, 1992. The requirements of this
project include use of' integrated tarpet and digital chart display' fl efr 23: p. 61. This
capubility is similir to the capiabilitics of' the Coast Guard's SIC project. Other VTS
projects that arc being investigated include:
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0 Rce-openiiii VTS New Orleamis
a I~a. \ la'11111! thle Surveillan1ce capabilities of' VIS Prince William Sound. lDuc to t1he
eicmucilew. of th a ~ rea, tiw COa&t (.S &ardhasdetemind that CXpan 10in of thle CV
isting radar s~ stemi is not anl acccptabl optiOnl. AM0tonwtCd Decpendent SUrvcil-
lance i% being considered for' this project likef' 2121.
e Up-date of VT'S H ouston Gulvcston's computerized vessel traciiing systemi. Trhis
project is designed to bring the computer system (hardware atid soflwvarc) up-to-
ditte. The cnd result will provide a more flexible, capable, and user trienldly system
[Ref. 311.
* r.%panlsionl anid M udernization or \'TS Pugec Sound. This project wvill ex pand the
\1 S area lhr11ther South. into Tacoma. Inl addition the Coast Guard is looking into
moderniv.ing the overall VIS systemi IRef. 32].
e. Shlpboarid Rwdar Updlate
The Coast Guard is planning to start the process of replacing the surflice
scorch radar s' stem used aboard the service's cutters. The current radar system, the
A N.SPS.64 serics, was introdukced in the niidddlc 197U's. Most of the current VTS sys.
teins also use a vurititicni of' this radar sys-teml ill til effort to mlaximiie thle obviouq
economies of qctalc. lMCtern1iinatioii of' the repflacemenvit s\ySteml and Ileet installationl will
be carried out over the next three to flvo years likef'. 281. The author expects the Coast
Guard to continut: the practic of equipping VTS Systenlis with thle 'Standard' Coast
Guard radar slystcm,
J: ceast Gotard ADP Updotes
The Co~ist Guard is in the pi ocess of modcrniziing its ADI' rNsources. This
prograni involves replacing out-of'-datc computer systcms, rewriting major applcation
progra ils. anid establishing it major datal netwtork. 'Ihle application programs are being
rewritten1 ill (onjunlCtionl With the computer systemi replacement as most of the progranis
nrc -ahn pcfc oi te rgasaerciing a major overhaul in order to
accommodate necessary changes, This will allow the Coast Guard to move toward
compliance with thle CIOSIP andt POSIX standards. Listed below are sonic of the pro.
grams being rewritten or overhlauled.
* INI IS JUMNPS -Personnel and pay administration.
*NIN IMtR -, Automated merchant vessel posi~tioti system for SA R.
*CASP - C~omputer assisted SAR planning.
*SARMIS -SAR manapemnent information system for genecral data.
* YSI S I I - Maritime saf'vty information database.
..A NI Ni Is Automiated req~uiition mnitragcmnicz system.
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D. SIUIMMIARY OF REQUIREMENTS FOR A 'TS Q SYSTEM
Coast Glard VIS s\ steim,; will become one of several sourecs lbr a larger 0 sN stcm
u.sed to Support the operational needs of' the Coast (Guard. Based on Coast (j.luard
progress in establishing computer enhanced support systems, the author expects this
intcgration to occur over the next three to rive years. In order to support a larger sys.
tern, the second generation VIS will have to be developed using a common base or
standards for information F\ystems architecture, particularly with regard to data format.
This efolrt will require an integrated plan that includes the following modules.
1. Distributed Database Architecture
As one of several information sources for a larger system, the new VTS systems
will have to create a database of information. This database will contain real.time, dy-
namic, and static data in a standard Format. Infbrmation from the data base will be sce
lucti\'ely draw\n by VTS p1ersonnel to create u tactical display. The database iirormation
will Also be queried by upper echclon C. systems nteeling tactical information, Thik will
be acc:omplished through the use of open system interlaces as cstablishd in the GOSIP
requirements, This can be conceptualizcd through the uwc of S'IC within a \"VC while
allowing superior (.0 systems to receive the database information via I IDN.
2. Comnlcatluns Support
De\elopmrrent of' an distributed V system requires development of a highly ca-
pable conmmunication system linking the nodes of the V system, In his book, Morris
Staites:
.The ull ernxploitation of the potential power of ( systems can only be achieved
I,. merging both the lpro.essing equipment and the communication network in a
sinlle Olerational conlfigurNtion, that is, blending them into a single sophisticated
systen [I Rel" 21: p. 21.
Although separate from the data acquisition, processing, storage, retrieval, and
display subsystems, the communication subsystem is an integral and equal part of any
effective C. system. This is the basis for the more common terninology, Command,
Control, and Conununication (0),
3. Information Security
Integrating several information sources in a hierarchical 0 system will require
the use of both secure and non-secure data, This type ofdata fusion must be conducted
through the use of a one-way communications link that segregates secure data from
non-secure data acquisition. Technology will have to be implemented that provides the
same degree of protection us the currnt "air gap" requirement.
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4. Nfanagemenoat Suppolt
A VI S C0 iystcm must support the manatgecmcnt functions of plaining, real-time
operations management, and analysis of historical data. This system should allow use
of the database information and graphical display tools in an planning (not real-time)
environment, while the VIS (rcal.timc) operation continues. Due to the regulatory na-
ture of VTS, the track information becomes an important element of an accident inves.
tigation and must be securely maintained as a legal document, In addition, the
information is valuable in the analysis of the overall port operation and, in particular,
analysis of the effectiveness of the \VTS system.
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IN'. SELECTED TECHNOLOGY FOR COAST GUARD V'TS
SUTR VEIL LA NC'E
A. ASSUMPTIONS FOR TECHNOLOGY SELECTION
* During the author's interviews and research, several themes ran through the opin.
ions, documentation, and duta. T'heso ithemsci are discussed in the rollowing paragraphs
and create a group of ussumpticins, 1hese assumiptions are necessary in ordcr to assure
that tech'iologics surveyed for VI'S surveillance tire feasible within the fiscal, opera.
tional. andJ putilc service constraints of the Coast Guard.
1. Lnim System Cost
Thei recent tbcýal "usterity within the Coast Guard hias kept the "I'S programl
from matur'ing with improved tcchnOIOVýy. Ina spite of three highly publicized oil spills
(Prince William Sound, AK; I Iuntin ltunl BeaChI, CA: and Nov York I larbor.L thecre has
not b~een a pukibi call to evpazid or, inirovc the Coast Guard>s VI S system., Illrrovc.
nieci~t% to V'I*s will lie ilundod onl a compeititive basis within the Cou%t Ctuard. v'rs mlust
*coniplete againist thle day-to-day olivrational. maintenance, and administrative needs of
thle Coast Guard. As. a smlall ageiwy within the Department of T'ransportation, the
Coast Guiard doe.% not ha~ve the Iiiiancial resources for original design and development
of' necw systemsl or techniologics- *Ilicws fiscal constraints will f'orce nie%%, V1S systems to
be coniprosod of eXisting. commercially availahle, and relatively inpeiv mlodules.
'IhliN iol tof, acquisition wtatcgy can allaw the Coast Giuard to field a new and flexible
MSvtei il t a minimllal coqt, inl a reasonable' amlounlt of timei.
2. Economines of'Scale
I)Ce.elopinlcnt of, a secondj genecration V'IS will not enjoy the cost reductions rc.
kited to the economics of large scale production. The actual number of ports served by
a Coast Guard VI'S is not expected to significantly change. Euch port served by a Coast
Guard Vr'S systemn has difilerent geographical, climate, and traffic density charactcri stics.
T'his requires a spcci,'Ically tailored mix of' NITS technologies to mieet the port needs.
L'se of a modular approach to the dcsi~n of it VI'S system will provide thle flaxibility and
m1ay% provide some cost savings and is consistent with the design needs of a computer
enhanced (' q\Stern. One examlrlc of the Coast Guard's efforts to spread the cost of vTs
s\ stemV developnient over scverAl progranms is the possible use of thle Shipboard Twctical
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Conlputer iSTO its the "I's biicbonc airchitecturc. Although developecd for shipboard
useý. STC hatrdwatre [mdW softwarc can pirmside most of'the ruiwtions needed in it VIC.
Another atrea of' possible savings is use of sensor and communicat ions equip.
nient (radar, vii r-um, computers) that is standard throughout the Coast Guard. This
will provide a wider equipment acquisition, operation and inaintunawict: cost base.
3. Usme of Current Capital Assets
WVherever possible, the Coast Guard will use capital assets (equipment and land)
that are already owned or controlled. Acquisition costs and administrative delays In the
I'edcral procurcmnent system require this. The existing rudar systems, Al 1. and Raytheon,
will continue to provide surveillance informnation for many years. VTS 'Now York will
use radar and radio sites that the Coast Guard currently controls, evecn though the scii-
srcoverape will be less than optimium liker. 331. The dusign of' a new VHS system
should lie modular in order to allow use of the best sensor types based on the overall
needs of' the v'ls svstem- The cost or the sensor suite should be balanccd against thec
fiscal constraints or the Coast Guard.
4. Action iII tlie Public Sector
manmy or thec constraints placed on the design or a second generation VTS are
political in nature and stcnm ftom the Coast Guard's service InI the public siector. III
many cases this role hins created a requirement, for imimediate action, rather than anl en.
Vincered solution to a studied probknii. As a player InI the public sector, the Coast
Guaird reacts to the demands of thec peopic. normally \ oiced through C'ongress. InI the
case of' VTS 'Ncw~ York. this mcchanism is requiring the CoRst GUartd to "throw to.
Vether" at systemn to mecet a Congressional mandate to hanve the VTS on-line within a
ycar. System enghieering, in this citqe, is limircd ta design with what is either on-lhand
or quiCkly' and ecisily procured~. Long range planning is not possible in a reactionary
environmnitt.
Coast Guard VTlS sy'stems provide a public good where the benefits are shared
by both the VTS participants and local area population and environment, The burden
of paying for this service wIIl continue to come fromn the public sector, not from the us-
ers, The idea of' 'user fles", for any fecderal service, continues to run into political w~i'ls
in Congress, The Coast Guard, through the Ports and Waterways Sarety Act (PWSA),
can require certain classes of vessels to carry particular equipment. Tlhe cost of that
equipment is% the responsibility ofr the vessel owners, In the past the merchant marine
Industry and boating rublic have been cooperative In complying with Coast Guard or-
forts to enhancec maritime sul'cty and environmental protction. TFhis is% because their
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out-of-pocket costs have been rclativelIY sn'13ll compareII'd to the Ienef~its of' carry-ing the
Coast Guard reqLuired equimpient.
5. System Jnitegratlion
nhc C~oast Guard will continue to move toward an integrated environment
where inrormution from maily independent sources and operational resources call be
managed through computer enhanced V' systems. VTS will be a subsystcrn for larger C'
sy stemns serving the overall mnission needs or the service. V7TS C systems will rely oil
computerized intcrfdces, data exchange, and flexible graphics capabilities for day-to-day
operation and planning, The GOSIP requirements will force the Coast Guard to irn.
picement standard protocols. This will enihance data exchange, network development,
and the intcrorlarability of resources through data sharing,
6. Nature or lInformation Rettrawd to VTS Participauts
The Coast Guard will continue to provide real-time information to VTS partic
ipants in the l'orin of voice traMc reports. Ini genecral, the Masters and Pilots of the ships
participating. in Coast Guard VTS systcin s are happy with the information provided over
the voice circuit [Recf. 341. Advance warning of other traff'ic, by voice, allows them to
prepare for and monitor %he actions of the other ships. Merchunt ship,. are required to
*culrry' and LISQ radar. Most are also equippecd with u widc arraty of coinmunicationis ond
nlavigationl equipmenclt that allows themn to receive weather reportq and charts, niavigation
* war-nings, and simtilar infrormationi prior to entering the VTS. viilF.rm provides at clear
vuice chainnl in niearly all weather situatjoiis, allows ror use of diferent vjir :.rM
chiantiels in, kiflrent vi S sectors, and thle equip-ment is reliable and inlexponsive. Mod.
Wlar desiyii or a vi's svstenm will allow for the automation of the tralflc data exchange
when public accept&nce and manpower workload require it,
B. ri'N(:IONAL MODEL OF A VIS
Based onl thle information in Chapters iI and Ill of this thesis, a functional model
for u V*[S (Figure 5 onl page 40) was developed. The basic fUnctions of a VTS system
are briefly discussed below.
1. 1 i aforilat loll Collection
A VTS relies onl three basic types of information input. They are:
a Tariet Detection and I dent ification.
* Target Tracking.
* MI iscellancous I arget Info11rimation inicludinig vessel name, draft. length, dctination,
* aimd Iargo.
Figure 5e, Functional Model ofa VTS
Vessels entering a VTS must be detected and ldetitfied in order for the VTS to
be able to track vesscl movement. rhe ability to detect an'unwilllng or unusual vessel
is essential to the operation of the VTS, The MDZ, SAR, and ATON missions require
a VTS to detect or search for vessels or objects that will not or cannot participate in the
VTS system.
A VTS relies on tracking information to determine the position of each vessel
in the VTS. VTS operators normally do not track small (typically pleasure or fishing
vessels) contacts, but monitor their activity in a general manner. The operators watch
for dangerous situations involving actual VTS participants, One example is a heavy
concentration of sailing vessels in or near a commercial shipping lane due to a scheduled
sailing regatta, The VTS would monitor the traffic and provide VTS participants with
advance warnings of the unusual traMc. This sort of surveillance requires a VTS to have
a detection capability.
As mentioned in Chapter 11, a VTS collects an assortment of information re-
garding each vessel participating In the VTS, This information includes draft, cargo, and
destination. This mriscellaneous information provides important data that rounds out
the overall view of the WTS. VTS participants also report navigation aid discrepancies,
LuneXpected weather, and similar inrormation which is recorded in the VTC.
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2. Inhound Communication LInkq
This is the physic.[l nicans ulsed to transler infoinmation into the VI'S s,,tcnm.
Currently the inbound wonmunication links include VI I -FM ,voice radio and N idebband
microwave, One of' the major needs o1' the VITS program is to reduce the expcnse of
these communication links, In general, link expense is proportional to the bandwidth
of the channel, M'ideband links are much more expensive than narrow band links. The
wideband microwave links are currently owned by the Coast Guard whereas narrow
band liiks are comramonly available for lease, inexpensively, in the commercial market.
3. VT'S Command Supervisory Post (CSP)
The functions of a V'S CSP, or VTC, are complex and include the ability to
assist the VTC decision maker to assimilate information from several sources into a
concise picture of the current status of the VTS. This is primarily done using the vessel
tracLing and miiscellan•eous data available in the VTC, Detection and identificution in-
lbrmation provide the basis for thie vTS tracking process. VIS decisions are based on
the wide variety of information available in the V'C., When neccssury, orders may be
passed to VTIS participants using the outbound communication links,
4. Outbound Communicalon Links
* The outbound communication links provide the connectivity necessary for the
effective operation of a ViS, Tlraflic and navigation safety information is provided to
VIS participants using the VII'FM voice network within the VTS. Prior to entering
the "'S ships may rcceive similar information using other conmiunication networks
such as Coast Guard high fi'quency teletype broadcasts, Surveillance sensors are con.
trolled using narrow band communication links. Future VTS systems should provide
inlbrmatioln to superior V. systems. This may be done using high data rate packet
switching services with a l)SI or greater data rate,
C. TECHNOLOGY REVIEW
In the following paragraphs the author will review sonic of the technologies capable
of providing some or all of the Functions necessary to operate a VTS. These technologies
will be reviewed using Figure 5 on page 40 to organize how each could be used in a VTS
system. Following this, the author will review some of the technologies that the Coast
Guard has rejected for use In a VTS system,
The technologies that are most applicable to V'IS fall into three categories. The
three categories are:
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e Direct transminsbon of surveillance information using. wideband systerns, For the
purposes of' this thesis. wideband is defined as grcatcr than I .5-4 Mbpis (I)S I or
T-1 1,1 JI'vdiita I sig~nals or 11 II) 1KI lz for analop signals. In simple terms a widehand
sjignal cannot bt: tarricd over it voice ý'rade commiunicatiun circuit.
* Remiote processing or surveillance information allowing use of narrow band trans.
mission systcnis. 'Norrow band is defincd as a data rate of' 9600 bps or less for
digital sig nals; or analog signal; having a bandwidth of 3000 KI~z or less. Signals
otl this type are able to bc transm~itted over voice grade communication circuits.
* Systems based on technology other than radar or video surveillance and using a
hy.brid mi~ of teleconununication technologies.
The first two categories deal with transmission of radar and video camera signals
from a remote sitc to the VTC. The third category deals with technologies that would
allow the Coast Guard to move awny from radar and video camera surveillunce sources
altogether. In general. these non-radar and non-vldco camera systcnis rely on a group
of* tehnologies that require the cooreration of thc target to provide surveillance inflor-
mation to the VTC. These technologies are termed "dclicndent' because the sNystcm rc-
lies on datit transmissions that originate Fromi target vessels.
1. Direct Transmission of Wideband Surveillance Information
Trhe technologics included in tl~s category are curable or transmitting widcbatnd
radar and video camera signals. These technologies make tip the major portions or the
current inbound communication liak illustrated in, rigurc 5 on page 40, The datto links
must be capable of supporting an analog signal with a bandwidth of' 10 Nfl z. Tlhis is
the bandwidth of the radar (video and synchronization signals) and LLUTV video signals
used b% the Coast Ouard. In general, the signals requtired for contr-ol of the remote radar
and video camera cluil ment can either bc incorporated within the 10 Ml Ilz link or car-
ried by separatc voice grade links having it bandwidth of' 3 K I Iz or less.
a. M~icrowave Svstems
Microwave commnunication systems provide a line-of-sight N~ideband corn.
munication link. This link is based on the use of highly directive antennas with a
transmtission frequcncy in the range of 1.71 Gllz to 40 GIlIz, Microwave transmissions
suffer a substantial signal strength loss due to atmospheric effects. This free space loss
limits the overull range for a single hop microwave system to approximnately 50 Km.,
W\eather conditions, particularly rain, snow, or sand can fuirther degrade a microwave
link. In general, iiicrowavc systems using the lower authorized f~requencies provide
longer ranges and are less susceptible to weather rMated signal loss, Disciplined systemn
cntgineering can provide a microwave qystem with a reliability of greater than 99 .95"o
IR07l IS: pp. 3-15 to 3.17].
(I1, AInalo/g Alicrowavc Systems. Analog microwave systems are cotmon
in the conumunications industry. Thcy provided the backbone of the telephone industry
through the 1970's. The technology is mature, system engineering refined, and a wide
variety of products exist in the commercial market. Both AM and FM modulation
techniques are conunonly used. AM microwave systems enjoy better spectral efliciency
and have becomc more popular recently [Re:f 35: pp. 4.17.4.18]. A low to medium ca-
pacity analog microwave system is capable of providing tip to 20 Mllz of bandwidth,
This is suflicient for the needs of a V'IS.
Q2) Digital licro'wave Systents. Digital microwave systems are replacing
analog systemn ns the conununication industry moves toward use of purely digital sig.
nalling. The teleplhone industry's backbone networks use only digital signalling. A low
to mledium capacity digital microwave system has a capacity ofrup to 25 Mbps. The use
of it .liital nmlicrowac system for the existing Coast Guard VTS equipment would re-
quire conversion of an analog video signal (radar or video camera) to a digital rcprc-
setation of that signal (A-D Conversion). Use of miudern conversion techniques, like
Adaptiv'e Dill'ercrtial Pule Code Modulation (AI)PCN'I), would create a digital signal
at a rate ofrmore than 10) M11ps. Advanced digital modulation techniques, like I6QA.\I,
allo,' transnussion of more than one informution bit pcr llertz. These digital modu.
lation tclhniqucs could be used to transmit digitized radar and video caamera video
signals ovcr a low to medium cpapcity (253Mbps) microwave circuit. If the Coast Guard
continues to use thc existinlg VIS radar and camera display equipment, it would also be
necessary to reconvert the sigrnAls from digital to analog fbitiat (D-A Co'nversion) for
usc by the VTC display equipmcnt.
b. Satellite Miicr'owave Sr.%retns
Satellite communication systems operate in the same manner as terrestrial
microwave systems, This is due to the fact that satellite systems orterate on comparable
fi'equencics and use similar equipment as terrestrial microwave systems. There are two
major dill',rences between terrestrial and satellite microwave systems. One difference is
that having a repeater in space provides an extremely wide coverage area for a satellite
system. The other difleretice is that the satellite signal must travel 75,000 Km between
the terrestrial source and terrestrial receiver. This causes a delay of about 500 msec be.
tween reccption of a signal and acknowledgement r f the received signal. This delay must
be acýcounted for in comiputeri7ed data transfer systems. A typical commercial satellite
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channel (C-band) has a batidiidth of' 36 Ml 17.. These Oreujis are capable f providing
data capacitecs up to 50 %Mbp,; A satcllite system channel is capable of carrying sur-
veillance signals 1runi either radar or video camera sources. Analog service is possible
over these systems but digital signalling is, by far, the predominate technology. Use of
a satellite system would require A-I) and 1)-A conversion iftlw existing VTS surveillance
and display equipment is used. [Refs. 20: pp. 49.84., 36: pp. 305-3231
e. Guided AM&Ii Systems
Guided media includes all cabli: transmission systems. The signals arc
guided within thle cable. and not radiated through the atmosphere. Tile use of guided
media removes the probabilistic effects of atmospheric propagation loss, leaving a highly
predictable loss function that is bastd onl the physical media being used. Thle two types
or guided mledia capable of wideband transmission are fiber optic systems and couxial
cable sys-tems. These miedia are characteri~cd 11y% their point-to-point nature (verses
broad;cast technologies), the need for periodically spaced amplifiers (analog systems) or
repeaters ',digital systems), the need for cable right of way, and termiinal equipment costs
being 25"'? or less of the overall cost of a ytm
/1)j Optical Fiber Si.stcms. Optical fiber transmaission systemns are coin.
posed of the following Components.
* Semicondctowr Light Source's, Light Emitting lDiodcs (LED) and Injection Laser
Diodes (I1IA)) are used us fiber optic systemn light source's, I.EIDs are hiShly reliable
and ineCXpens-ive but have a lOW OUtplut pow~er. IL Is are slighitly. less reliable,
temperature sensitive, more expensive. and have a much higher light output power.
A\ 8-;)n mm 1.1.) source (which is standard) is limited to a nmxiiumw data rate of'
100 MIbpis and 2-3 Kil in distance (without a repeater). I lighecr data rates and
loticer. repeaterless. distances are possible with I1L1) light sources lRefl 36: pp.
* Optical F'iber Cable. Optical fiber cable is made of a thin fiament of glass stir-
rounded. b\ a gla-,s cladding layer. This is in turn surrounded by al protective
polvillor covering. Several small cables may bundled together along with stil]Mning
andi strengthening material to Jbirm1 an optical fiber cahle. The core filament varies
in thickness fi-oti 8-50 pra depending of thle type of optical fiber cable used. Optical
fibe cables are appro.\imatcly tenl times lighter in weight than a coaxial or twisted
copper pair cable ';apablc 91' carrying the same data rate.
* Semniconcidctor Photo Detectors. Two detectors are available, the PIN' photodiode
and thle avalanche photodiode (API)). These devices convert light energy to elec-
trical energpy. PIN detectors are less expqnsi~v and less sensitive than the API)
detect or.
Thle use of optical fiber transmission sytm has grown enormously
0%ver the past ten years. Optical fiber is used extensively for the long haul tuUnking s~s
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tern, of the major teleconimunication companies. Optical fiber use is also spreading into
metropolitan areas for use in the local loop feeders which connect the sutscribcr loops
to the telephone compa' % central oflic. Optical liber is also being used for undersea
cables, Loca; Area Networks (LAN), and is planned for use in Metropolitan Area Net.
works (MAN) [Ref. 20: pp. 26.45]1 Optical fibcr systems enjoy the following cl Aracter-
istics:
* Extremely wide bandwidth. 2 0bpq typically. Tests have shown that serial bit rates
of 8 Gbps arc possible [Rel, 20: p. 441.
* Immunity to electrical inteirence.
* Analog and digital signalling capability. Analog signalling is normally limited to
short haal links not requiring amplification.
e Rcpeatcr spacing of 4(..50 kin at a data rate of 500 Mbps (digital signalling) or 2-3
km for analog signalling at 4 .tl-z, Bell Labs has demonstrated 'A 68 Kll
repeaterless digital link at 8 Gbps [RIef, 36: pp. 54].
* Splicing of fibers is difficult [Refs. 20: pp. 23.2-4. 35: pp. 17.30.17.31],
Optical fiber systems have the bandwidth necessary to directly trans.
mit the video signals firom VTS radar and video carnera sites to the VTC, In fact, there
is suflicient bandwidth for multiple video signals to be curried. Realistically. the sur.
veillance signiials would be digitized und possibly multiplexed for transmission over this
type of guided media.
":"2 Coaxi al Cable .vstelms, Coaxial cable transmission systems include
the Ubiquitous cahne TV (CATV) networks that are common throughout the United
States. Coaxial system are characterized by the physical dimension, and therefbrc the
impedance. of the coaxial cable, Coaxial cables range in thickness from about ,3 to I
in.h," These systems typically have a bandwidth of 350 Ml lz or more with a data rate
of' 500 Nitb'k. Coaxial cable is used for both analog. and digital signalling, Rkepeateri
or amplilikrs are nccessary at intervals of 10 km or less, with the distance decreasing as
the data rate or frequency of the transmission increases, Coaxial cable is simpler to
work with than optical fiber as cable connections are easily made without loss of signif.
icant signal strength. Recent trends in the telecommunication industry bave been away
from the use of coaxial cable due to the decreased cost and increased signal efficiency
of optical fiber s;. stems. [Ref. 36: pp. 50.53]
(. ConMnercial !J;:dhWand Telecommunicatlon Services
'/' 1 ".3 Service, Co011erci'tl teWeConununication companies are able to
provide digital ser'ice up to the DS3 (44.736 Mbps) rate, This s.rvice is provided as a
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leased line service and is availaible in major metropolitan areas. T-3 service is generally
implemented over uptiLcal fiber networks, however microwave circuits arc also used, As
T.3 scr\ ice requires a digital Ibrnmat, A-D and D-A conversion would be necessary if the
cxisting "TS equipment was to be used,
2, Integrated Service Digital Network (ISDN). ISDN service is being
provided in isolated major metropolitan areas. The bandwidth available over current
ISDN circuits is limited to 1.544 Mbps using the Primary Rate Interface (PRI). As
ISDN evolves into a robust network architecture, the maximum available bandwidths
will increase. The li-Channel family will provide expanded bandwidth with the maxi-
mum being 1.920 Mbps on an 1112 channel. Broadband ISDN (B.ISDN) is also under
development and will further increase the available bandwidths, It is expected that both
the I l.Channcl and B-ISDN will be based around fiber optic technology, Neither service
has been .,miniercially deployed.
2. Remote Processing of Surveillance Information
In this section the author will review an emerging technology that allows
transl'r of survcillance data over low bandwidth communication links. This capability
is possible due to high speed digital processing of radar information, at the remote radar
site. 'Ihis techology is modular in that it can process nearly any radar signal, use any
two-way low bandwidth communication link, and can be combined with other digital
data (digital charts and geographic overlays) to create an integrate display in a control
c•nter,
a. Radar scal! Conversion!
The heart of'a remotely processed radar information system is a radar scan
converter. These units accomplish the following processes:
* Accept and condition raw radar video, azimuth, and trigger signals.
* Digitize the incoming radar information.
* Convert the radar data from polar (rho-theta) to rectangular (X-Y) form.
* Dctection of moving targets, target extraction, and target tracking.
The output of a typical radar scan converter provides target tracking information in a
format that can easily be transmitted over voice grade communication links. This target
tracking information creates a "Target Table" which simply lists the identity tag, posi-
tion, course, and speed or targets detected by the radar and processing system. Target
extraction is based on the contact bcing present for three to five consecutive antenna
sweeps. Contacts that do not meet this, or other user-adjustable criteria, do not receive
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furthc; processing. This scan-to-scan comparison is the same basic technology em-
phlyed in the AN SPS- 121 VTS radair system to reducc the instance of' false targets, sea
aId rw dluttCr, and Similhr intCrl'ercnceQ.
b. I"TS Sirstcns with Rachdr Scan Cotnve'sion
Radar scan conversion alone could allow the Coast Guard to move toward
use or inexpensive data links (9600 bps voice grade telephone, VHF-FM radio, etc.).
Effective use of scan conversion would require the Coast Guard to move toward fully
synthesized video, raster scan display technoloy,. One example or this technology is
Radar Digital Syrtem's VIMS.87 90 vUS system. This technology uses remote radar
scan convrsion, local (VTC) graphics processing, and high speed data proccsslng to
provide the following capabilities:
0 Improved radar clutter control.
* Color displays using high resolution daylight viewing computer monitors.
* Display of user selected digital chart information including coastline, aids to navi.
gation, port facility, and similar inornmation,
* Overlaid vessel information based on the radar derived target table database en-
tries. The 'lvessol tracking capabilities include all the functions or the ARPA sys.
twmn which are part of the AN SPS-121 VIS radar system.
s Target alarms based on proximit' to other targets, channel boundaries, naviga.
tional dangers, or operator selected criteria,
e Control of remote radar sensors is accomplished using low data rate eonmunni-
cation links, Control parameters include radar gain, interference rejection settings,
range selc;.tion, etc.. [ReI. 371
This type of integrated system closely matches the functional requirements
of'a V'IS (sce Figure 5 on page 40) and has the possibility of reducing the operating
costs of a VTS. This is possible due to the decreased costs for the inbound cornmuni-
cation links and a possible reduction in VIC manpower levels duc to greater system
automation. The planning needs of a Q system are not directly addressed in vendor
literature, Given the rapidly improving computer capabilities, planning tools (search
planning, facility positioning, etc.) could be added through soflware additions to a
standard VTS package.
C. 1d/eo Signal Com'pressiona
Compression of video pictures can reduce the bandwidth necessaty fbor
transmission of the infornmation. While this technology is being dr,cloped primarily for
use with video coni'ercncing. VTS surveillance systems could benellt firom the reduced
bandwidth. The compression techniques require the video to be shifted to a digital for-
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mat. The most common A-1) conversion technique is PCM, This digital information
im; storcd as a friame which is similar to a photograph; it is static. This original, or base,
fianmc is also transmitteJ to the remote site. Whcn the next firamc is digiti/ed, it is
compared to the original. The only information returned from this process are the diE.
ferences between the two frames. This change information is then transmitted and
processed at the remote site. Thcre arc many complex techniques that are capable of
compressing a video signal, Every system will degrade as motion, or chariger, between
the firames increases. The most optimistic systems claim to be able to reduce a video
signal from about 90 Mbps (using PCM A-D conversion) to 19,2 Kbps. This degree of
compression will degrade severely with motion. A more practical compressed data rate
is in the range of 3,1 Mbps to 384 Kbps. A system working in this rang' should be ca.
pable of reproducing the motion typical in a VTS' video signal, [Rels. 18: pp. 4-10 to
4.13, 381
3. Alternatives to Radar and Video Camera Surveillance
a. Dependent Surveillanee
Dependcnt surveillance is a technology that is applicable for some VIS
mission nceds, The term "dependent surveillance" means that the target of interest is
an active participant in the surveillance system. The remote target is active in that it
transmits a short digital message containing an identification tag and position data. This
data is used by a surveillance and tracking system at a central location, In general a
dependent surveillance system is made up of the following components:
* Electronic position determination systemn, Typically the systems currently available
M'e LORAN C to determine the geographic position. Other possible systems in.
dude Omega, Dacca, Global Positioning System (01PS), and inertial navigation
systems.
e Communication link equipment. As the targets of a dependent system are mobil
in nature, a radio communi-ation link is necessary. The bandwidth requirements
are determined by the overall systemn needs, Voice grade radio links are generally
capable of carrying the position information. The radio system propagation char-
acteristics determine the geographic boundaries ofra dependent surveillance system.
* Target display system, Information from targets is typically used to build a data.
base of target positions, This information caan be displayed by laying it over a
digital map. Computer systems capable of medium to high resolution graphics can
be used to run the database engine and as well as act as the display medium for a
dependent surveillance system. This component provides most of the functions of
a C system,
(1) Radar Beacons. An example of a dependent surveillance system
based on radar beacons is the FAA's 4096 Transponder system, Nearly all aircrufl are
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equipped with mirowavc transponders that reply to an interrogation signal. This in-
tcrrogation sicnal k transmitted by equipment that is coupled to FAA airscarch radar.
The airborne transponders transmit a four digit code that FAA controllers instruct a
pilot to enter. The transponder transmits this identifýing code and the aircraft altitude
when the airsearch radar "paints" the aircraft. The FAA has also established particular
codes that indicate communication equipment failure, aircrart hiohjacking, or general
emergency, When FAA ground systems receive one of these special codes, an alarm is
sounded and the aircraft is highlighted on the radar display system.
An important element of this FAA system is the use of a robust Q
system that displays operator selected information, including the radar beacon data,
This system automatically tracks selected beacons and displays relevant data including
position, altitude, and converging targets. Using visual symbols and audio alarms this
system greatly reduces operator workload, helps manage the airspace system, and en-
hunccs the salftty of the system participants. A system sinmlilar to this could be imple-
mented in a V'S area. Commercial vessels that are required to participatc ifl the VIS
arc also required to use radar and carry other electronic equipment, Transponders could
be added to the list of required equipment. The interrogation equipment would be added
to the existing Coast Guard radar systems, The VTC display system would have to be
modified to accept and efliciently display this added information, [Ref. 26; AIM para.
31, 170, 451, 401, 463, 4711
,Q) Direcion Finding ,D- Systems, One of the simplest, and best un-
derstood, depcndent surveillanco systems is a direction finding system. These systems
use two or more land based stations equipped with highly directions antennas to derhe
bcarings from the DrF station to the active transmitter on the target. These bearings are
used to "trianvulate" a geographic position for the target. Use of line-of-sight radio
propagation technology (vi IF. Ul IF, Radar) increasus the accuracy of'the bearings and
allows for sectored operations within a VTS area. Use ora coded transmission, like the
FAA 4096 transpondcr system, would allow determination of target identification as well
as target location, Use of a system of this sort would also require addition of a 0 dis-
play system in the VTC. IRef. IS: pp. 5.19 to 5.21, 7.23 to 7.301
f3.) Geosiar Corporation RDSS. One of the most robust of the com-
nmrcially available dependent surveillance systems is Geostar Corporation's Radio De-
termination Satellite Service (RDSS). As the product's title implies, RDSS uses
microwave satellite communication links. These links are based on short bur#, spread
spuctruin communication techniques. Use of' satellite links allows this system to cover
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a very wido geographic area. Tlheir most advanced sy.stemi. Sys=c 2C, uses two satellite
links and covers all oE North A\micicv and the Caribhecan Sea. One link is ivqcd to gend
short query Lind alphanuineric messages, to the target system. The othier link carries the
target's position hinl'rrncition back to Goostur's control center near Washington, D).C.
V"roni the control center Geostar uses commercial electronic mail systems to forward tilt.
position information to their customers. This system includes one-way miessage hiandl-
nig.(to the remiote target only). TheRDSS process takes about three minutes to com-
plete and includes thc following steps:
1. Geostar Control queries the target. The query it cither a periodic report, with the
period determined by the customer, or a special request fitom the customer, A short
alphianumeicr~ itessage may be included in the query.
2. The target recccives the request, di~plays tho alphtinumeick message (if Included),
processes the navitation hilformat ion, and transtilits the reply.
3. (hxstar control receives the reply, ucktiowleIdges it back to the target, processes the
information, and fobrwnrds8 the position to tho customei~r's display S~ stcnm.
System 2C uses LORAN C to ekctronicully detertine the target's
position. LORAN' C hats bown shown to hanve an accurticy of between one-half and lv
noles, djepending; oil the location of the target relative to the LORAN tratsmlittins
stations. System .2C is currenitly used by sevcral major trucking firms and tilt ficderal
governmient (for tracking nucleatr mmecrlals shipments). Use, of LORA0N C as the posi-
tion determining subsystem prccludts System 21C fromi use in it VTS due to the roor re-
solution of' the reported positions. The Coast Guard has determined that the datil
latency is too long for use in a V*FS system.
D~uring the spring of 1992 Coeostar intends to field their new system.,
Geostar System .3. This systcim will usc the Global Positioning System (OPS) for posi-
tion determi~ntion. fThis wHil provide position accuracy of the precision necessary- For
remote sur'.eillaiice in at VTS. Gcostar's System, 3 should have an, accv~rucy of bcmwcci,
live and ten meters and a data latency in the order ofn a fw seconds. CIPS accuracy can
be chririetd by the U .S. governnment by activating the Selective Avitilability (S A) mode
within the constellation satellites. This would downgrade the accuracy to approxdimately
100 meters for non-ndlitary GPlS users, This precision should still be acceptable For VTS
operation.
Dii~hrciiial Cl'S (D(,PS. is a technique that can be used to increase
the 'iccuracy of'position information to between 75cm and 5 meters. In a DGPS system
a muster DGPIS unit is positioned at a Fxcd and prccisec locution, Knowvinf; its owvn uc-
tual position, the master unit calculates the difference between the actual position and
the position deteloped using the GOPS. This dillcrence may be broadcast over a na'rrow
band radio link. Mobile DOPS units receive and use the diflerential iniormation in their
position calculations. Diferecntial GI'S systems are capable orproviding this highly ac-
curate position information even when the O31S satellite SA mode Is activated. [Rer.
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b. Passive Sonar Sensors
A passive sonar sensor networks can collect VTS surveillance information.
Such a system would consist of sonobuoys being moored across a harbor entrance.
These sensors would be linked to a central processing station In the VTC. Tile link could
be narrow bandi, Such a system would provide detection and trucking capaibilities.
I dentification or the targets would bc nearly impossible, Eil'ective detection and tracking
requires a hilhlv trained and experienced operator as the automatic rrocessins equill.
lme!t is less caplable than a good operator. Due to the technology and methods involved,
such a system would most likely be classificd, Olperation of the system would be ex.
pensive due v the requircmrt to periodically service the sonobuoys and to maintain a
pool ofr traincd and experienced operators. The cost of sonar equipment Is directly re-
lated to the equipment capabilities us neasured in detection range and tracking accu.
riicy. I.Re•. 18! pp. II.I to 11.6, .'o: ri. l, IS]
4, Rvejcted Teelmulogles
T he Cnast Guard has conducted wide ranging research on the best means or
providing the functions neaessury for Lin efrective VIS, This reseurch has concentrated
on target dvtcction, identiication, and tracking. Some research has also been done on
the communication links necessary for VTS operation, Table 8 on page 52 outlines the
results of research projects that have shown a technology to be inappropriate for use in
a VI'S. rumlc s on page 52 ilso indi•cates, briefly, the reason for such at decision.
Somc or the technologies reviewed are not feasible for use in a Coast Guard
VIS system, This is primnurily due to the expense of designing, developing, and fielding
a tcchnologj that is used only by the Coast Guard. The chance or an independently
developed Coast Guard systerm being truly efflicient and effective is small. It would lack
efficiency due tu economics of scale in production, user acceptance would be low, and
maintclnma:e costs would be high due to the need for specialized parts, tools, and tech-
nician training, Listed below arc the systems that lit this category of possible, but not
fcasible, V'IS technologies.
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* N-laritimc radar trunspondcrs. W~ould require development of custom interrogation
systenit and ship mountcd transpondcrs, uscir training. and dcvelopment of'a av
ceptabki disla\ System.
s Direction lindink Systems, Would require development and use of' an extensive
rcceiver network in each port, L'scr equipIment would have to be doveloped to
tTtnrawlt a "packet" with a unique 11) code ror each ship. Equipment costs would
be high. Design or a Coast Guard display system would be necessary.
* Coast Guard Dependent Surv-ciflancc System. Design of a Coast Guard owned and
operated dependent surveillance systemý would be very expensive due to the design
and developnment costs. There is a wtide rang e or technol ogles that could be used
to link the position reports to the VTC. Withi the exception of satellite based sys.
tcnms, the propagation characteristics of the transmission systenis would require
construction of individual receiving stations, information processors, and display.
s\ystems,
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Table 8. Rejected VTS Technologies
V. EVALUATION OF SYSTEMS
A. EVALUATION CRITERIA
i. Criteria Introduction
* The criteria developed to evaluate VIS surveillance system technology stein
rrom the issues discussed In the earlier chapters bf the thesis. These criteria focus on
how VTS may best ffilfill its missions and fit into the larger operation of the Coast
Guard, Fiscal realities require the Coast Guard to optinmize the cost of a system within
the context of' the wide range or Coast Guard responsibilities. If a second generation
V\'S can work in an integrated manner with other operational resources, the Coast
Guard, and VTS, will become more mcllcnt and cfTcctlve through the symbiotic re-
lationships bctwccn missions and resources,
2. Criteria Categories
Ihe 'lheluation criteria form sevc'n basic evaluation categories. Each category
contains several major areas of'emphasis, The following paragraphs highlight the cate.
Sorics and areas of en•phasis. The evaluation criteria categories are:
* Ability to safely and efliciently control vessel traffic.
e Ability to adapt to changing mission needs.
* Ability to enhance Coast Guard C0 capabilities.
s Ability to rcduvc VIS operating costs,
0 Ability to adapt to technology chanies.
* A rcasonablc implcmcntation time Iranmc.
e A rca,,onable cxpcctation of system acceptance.
a, AbIlih' to S,.r(/i' and EJfldlientl Control t'essel Tra.ffc
"The primary function of a VTS surveillance system Is to provide the VTC
with traffic data that can be used to monitor and control vessel traffic, The degree of
control varies with the dynamic situation present within the V'IS area. Typically the
Coast Guard monitors trufilc flow rather than actually controlling it, Trhe capability to
control traffic flow is, however, an important element of the VTS structure. This capa.
bility will become more important as tralitc density increases, During periods of nillitaui
port operations, such as a mobilization or natural disaster, a VI'S may be tasked with
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the direct control ortraffic flow. Any new VTS system must be capable of providing at
least the same Icvcl of control as the current systems provide.
The ability of a system to safcly and ealiciently c;ontrol vessel tramfi has
three major elements. These elements are discussed below,
(11 Data Latency, Data latency refers to the period of time that it takes
for a system to sense, process, and display surveillance data. Data latency is a critical
factor in the Coast Guard's ability to safoly and efficiently control traffic in a VTS area.
A vessel under VTC "control" receives general directions and information. The Coast
Guard needs the ability to check vessel movements for compliance with VTC orders,
tramc regulations, and navigation requirements,
In a general sense, the Coast Guard needs to make sure vessels stay
on their side of a shipping lanc or channel. Assuming this is the case, an acceptable data
latency can be calculated based on vessel speed and the transverse ditance the vessel
would have to move to physically leave the channel, Data latency would therefore be
a fInction of the channel width and would decrease to a shorter period of time as a
vessel moved Into increasinngly constricted navigation areas. A survbillance system must
be able to provide surveillanct information with an acceptable data latency bused on
either the most constricted Vi'S area or based on vessel location, Using vessel location
as the tool For judging data latency would allow the "acceptable" latency to change bused
on vessel location within the VITS,
'2, Data .4ccurau1( Accurate data is essential to efficient and effective
control of vessel traffic. The ability of' the proposed data links to accurately support
data flow Is well established by the communication industry and will not be fNrther
evaluated. Sensor accuracy must be considered, The necessary d•gree of accuracy may
be viewed as a function of channel width in a similar way as data latency. Based on this
assumption, a surveillance systcm should be capable of providing position data with
enough accuracy to allow the Coast Guard to "see" that the vessel is safely in the chan.
nol. The most constricted channel may establish the highest degree of accuracy neces.
sary. A graduated accuracy scheme based on vessel location und channel width should
also be acceptable.
(3) Data lnter/p'etation and Use, A VTS system is a form of C system.
The data must be displayed in a fashion that allows the watchstanders and supervisors
to interpret the current situation In the VTS area. Display technology is important to
the ell[ctive use of information. The techniques used to display surveillance data should
follow well established guldclines For data display. In general these guidelines include the
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amount or data displayed; use of symbols, flashing symbols, and color; as well as use of
"user friendly" techniques for data and sensor manipulation.
b. Ability to .4dapt to ilission Nee'ds
The mission of a VTC is constant with respect to monitoring traffic safety.
Hlowe'er, this is the minimum nission level. A VTC may also be tasked with additional
and concurrent mission areas including SAR, MDZ, MLE, and ATON, Effective exe.
cution of these additional missions affect the overall requirements for a fully copable
VTS system, The following paragraphs highlight some of areas that must be considered
to evaluate a fully capable VTS surveillance system.
rbj VTS Surveillance Capability. Addition of missions or a chante in
nission priority may require difrerent surveillance capabilities. Under the PS$ n'ssion,
the VTS may only need to track willing (dependent) targets, During periods when the
MIZ misnsion receives it high priority, the N'I'S mt•y be required to detect and track un.
willing contacts, sub.surFace contacts, or very small contacts (like periscopes), A VIS
system should thcref'ore be capable of supporting a sen.4or suite capable of' perl'orming
the surveillance necessary for the nussions at hand. This added capability should be
avu'ilabIc without a major system change. The ability to Integrate difl'crent sensor types
is important to the overall flexibility of the VTS system,
Q2) Displhy Flt'xi/iilitv, As thle VIS nmission changes It will be necessary
for the operators to tailor their displays to emphasize the inrormation they need to per.
fbrm the mission or missions itssifgncd. A conmnmon scenario involves VTS ptrticipants
stouji-ing through active SAR search areas, If the VTC watchstander display included
a representation of' the search areas, the participant could be advised to assist in the
seccirch while moving throutgh the area. In some cases it could be usefuil to dedicatc a
surveillance display to a particular mission by filtering out routine V'FS inirormation.
"These examples illustrate the degree of flexibilitv need for an eflective 0 system,
13; Support qf U.S. 'at5- and Other C' Systems, The MDZ mission re.
quires Coast Guard VTS to conduct surveillance in an attempt to protect vital naval and
national resources. This requires a detection capability and, possibly, the ability to
interfuce with US. 'Navy C2 systems, The most efficlent method for this Interface Is
through a computer network interface where selected VTS data Is transferrcd via a
gateway. This sort of systcm could also be used to interface vessel traffic data with
"lforcign" uscrq such as the Canadian VIS system adjacent to Puget Sound and the
maritime industry in general.
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14, TS 1 vstem Expansion. Expansion of mission requirements oftcn
creates a demand "olr Cxpansion of VTS survcillance areas. Expansion of the sur cillance
area normally requires the addition of sensors, inbound communication links, and
changes to the display hardware. rhe current VTS systems are not easily expanded,
One of the needs for a second generation V1S is to be flexible enough to allow for sys.
tern expansion without the absolute requirement for additional display equipment and
manpower. This capability will also allow for the design of a standard VTS system that
may be tailored to the specii-' needs or the many ports served by Coast Guard VTS.
r, .Abllit,, to Enhance Coast Guard V Capabilities
During a study of the Coast Guard's management of major automated sys.
terns the U.S. General Accounting Oflice (GAO) stated:
...the Coast Guard's ability to accomplish its missions depends on its ability to jin.
plemcnt inlornmation system'ns that serve the needs ol' the organization overall IRel"
4 2].
As the Coast Guard bringis its information resource system up to a modern capability,
VI S should be capable of taking advantage orthe increased comununleation capabilities.
A VIS systcm should bc capable or importing and exporting information for the use of
the decision makers needing information, This will require the VIS 0 system to be ca.
pablc of using both LAN and \WAN tcchnologies to send or receive traic surveillance
and other operational data.
r(Jl Su'pi,' q' Qucries fi'on Rtemo,.L V Sysiemw.. With an Increase ofein-
formation sharing, it will be necessary for the end users to determine exactly what VTS
information they need. use of a standard query language, such as SQL, can maximize
the conncctivity and flexibility between the system and a local or remote end user,
2.) .Support q/'0 Decision Making. A VTC 0 system must support the
decision making processes within a ViC regardless of the mission priorities. During
emcrgent SAR there will still be a need for routine tralflc monitoring, The VIS system
should provide the 0 planning and presentation tools necessary to allow for flexible use
of the system. The display should be capable of presenting information relevant to all
operational missions, it must also be capable of filtering this Information to allow for
a display tailored to the needs of the uqer.
di, Ability to Reduce VTS Ope.atlig Costs
One or the factors driving the author to review Coast Guard VTS systems
Is the cost of kepine g aging VTS systems operational, Given the fiscal pressure to reduc•
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costs. new systems iumt be less expensive to operrte while increasing the efficiency and
effoctiveness of0 the V IS. Op:eration co,,ts are split into four categories. Some of the
technologies evaluated will fit into one cost cateporiy while othcrs may bridge all rour
categorics. The F'our operation cost categories are:
* Sensor operation.
* Inbound data link operation.
D Iisplay system operation,
i a'crsonnel.
The largest cost or opc,',ing a VTS is the cost of the personnel. The eval.
uation will include the ability or a t.inology to reduce the man-power needed to safely
and Wrlcicently run a \1TS. Listed below arc some of the technical capabilities that can
allow a VIS tw meet this goal.
* Automated target acquisition.
* Automated target tracking.
* Automated taret alarns based on trallc conflicts, navigation warnings, loss of' a
target by t'e snsors, and ATON tracking.
e. Ability to Adapt to Techno/og.t' Cha'lnges
Given the rapid udvancement or computers, and electronic equipment in
general, it is important that the Coast Guard be able to take advantage or' emerging
technolog.v, Nlodular design, based on VTS functions, will allow future vrs systems to
mature with tec-hnology hilanges. This will allow the Coast Guard to take advantage of'
more advanced processing and surveillwice capabilities without the need to scrap mod.
tiles that remain eflicient and efl'cctive.
J: Implementation Time Framec
The Coast (uard VIS systems are twenty years old and need to be ri-
placed. Ir the best case, the time between selection or a system and its operational
fielding would be three year-., The evaluation of the technologies will consider the time
necessary to get a system on.line, This is particularly important when evaluating an
emerging technology.
g, Sy.|itel, Acceptance
In order for a VTS system to be eflective, it is necessary that the users (the
maritime comi,.unity) accept and trust the system. One of the major factors affecting
user acceptance can be quantified by the size, cost, and ease of operation ofrequipment
required for VFS participation. It is equally important that the Coast Guard accept the
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systci Coast Guard acceptance may be quantificd by the cost, complexity, flexibility,
and overall tiel ulnes ofa system.
B. SYSTEM EVALUATION
i. The Nature of V'TS Systems
No sin&le technology can fully address the system needs of Coast Guard VTS.
An optimally configured VTS system must balance the usefulness of the selected sensors,
the operating costs and data latency of the inbound communications link, and the ad-
vantageq of the selected display system against the overall purchase price and system
operation costs over i ten to tweity year life span. In the following paragraphs the
author will evaluate the eflectivenesq and costs or technologies within each functional
group. This will be followed by an evaluation of a proposed system bused on technolo.
gics selected from each functional area.
2. Evaluation of NTS SeIIsuIs
"']able 9 on page 59 sunimarizes the evaluation ofrthe most feasible VTS sensors,
The author's conments regarding each sensor type are outlined below. None 0o the
sensors surveyed c - address the full range of needs For a V'IS. For the sensors to be
aseful they must be linked to a VTC and the datu must be processed and displayed in
an efficient and ef:II'• tivc manner.
a. Radar
The Coast Guard is using radar equipment that is optimized For use as a
shipboard, surface search r-adar, The reason for this is based on the theory of economics
of scale in maintair'.ig one radar type throughout the Coast Guard. It is important to
note thar the accuracy of data from a radar is function of target range. the characteristics
of the radar transmission and radar antenna equipment (including pulse repetition fre-
quency, emission polaril.ation. and beanm width), and the weather in the area. In normal
,practivc radar range is set for a twelve nautical nile observation radius. Based on the
characteristics of the A N-F'TS-121 radar system, this creates a maximum range error
of' 240 yards and a maximum azimuth error of 1250 yards. These error ranges decrecAe
linearly as a function of the target range. The conmmon Coast Guard opinion is that the
accuracy possible with the current VTS radar is sufficient for routine VIS purp.,scs,
Thus, radar sets a standard for sensor accuracy and probability of target detection.
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Table 9. Evaluationi ol 'VTS Sensors
b. J'kkeo Camneras
Video canicras are used only in very confined areas that are not suited for
radar coverage due to sharp bends in a channel, physical obstructions, or a requirement
for one-way traffic in a confined area. A single video camera cannot provide position
information on a target. The probability or detecting a target is a function of the dis.
tance to the target and the clarity of the atmosphere in the area, On a typically cicar
* day, Coast Guard experience has shown that a ship can be detected up to ten miles
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away, and identified up to three nmfiles away. LLLTV systems can provide detection and
identification of contacts during the dark hours of the day, but at shorter ranges. The
detection range fur L.I.TV is a function of ambient light as wNll as the 1ictors conunion
to a normal video camera. During periods of low visibility due to inclement weather or
smog, video cameras are inefl'ective for target detection or identification. Effective use
of video cameras requires a large output of manpower. Given the lack of positioning
information, video technology is not cost effective for most VTS applications.
C. Sonar
Sonar provides a means of detecting and tracking subsurface contacts, As
discussed in Chapter IV, this technology requires highly experienced pursonnel, expen-
sive supporting equipment, and has limited capability for use in the typical VTS envi.
ronment. One possible use For sonar is the establishment of a sonar barrier at the
seaward rcachcs of important ports during periods when the MDZ mission is a high
priority. VIS personnel could, with training and experience, monitor the barrier for
"unfriendly" sub.surface activity. Given the equipment costs, sono1,uoy network main.
tenance costs, and the requirement Ior a high degree of manpowc•" use of sonar tech-
nology is not cost effective for the typical, peace-time, operation of a vT'S.
i. RDSS
RDSS provides a means of accurately ttacking cooperative targets. It does
not have the capability of'dctecting targets that arc either unwilling or unable to provide
a tracking signal. This lack or a detection capability is the major drawback to RDSS,
RI)SS cannot support any missions assigned to Coast Guard v'rS systems that require
ability to detect vessels. The capability of sharing the cost of an Rl)SS system reduces
the Coast Guard's investment. The display system supplied by a vendor would up-grade
the overall capabilities of a VTC, but only for dependent vessel tracking,
C. V oiei Reporting. Systemns
Voice reporting systems are a type of dependent surveillance, In this case,
the target must verbally provide position information to the VTC. It is a well estab.
lished fact that this information is often in error due to untimely or neglected reports.
A voice reporting system alone is not capable of allowing the Coast Guard to effectively
monitor vessel position,
3. Evaluation of Inbound Communication Link Systems
The inbound cormuunication link, and spccifically any remote terminal equip.
ment, can provide the degree of flexibility needed to allow design of a "standard" VTS
system capable of using the optimum sensors for the assigned missions. The specifics
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regarding use of a particular communication link used should be transparent to a VTS
User. Table 10 on page 62 sunmmarizes the author's link technology evaluation. The
author's comments regarding each technology type are outlined in the Fbllowing para-
graphs.
a. Alicrowave Systems
Microwave data link systems provide an expensive but highly effective and
flexible conduit for surveillance data. These systems are well suited for use in very re-
mote areas where public utility services are not available. This flexibility is offset by the
purchase, operation, and maintenance expenses of operating a dedicated microwave
system. Mlicrowave data channels may also be used in metropolitan areas. Unfortu-
nately, these areas often suffer from frequency allocation limitations due to microwave
congestion. In these metropolitan areas, short and succcssive microwave hops may be
necessary due to physical obstruction or severe interference in an optimal transmission
path,
b. Satellite Lbih Systems
Satellite link systems (particularly widcband systerni) are an expensive, but
highly reliable, conduit for surveillance data, The cost of these systems can Porrnally
be justified when the terrestrial path distance is more than lo00 niiles or extremely rug-
ged geography makes multiple hop terrestrial microwave systems impractical, The most
efficient way to establish a wideband satellite link is to lease a data link through a com.
mncrial serice. [-or most Coast Guard applications use Qf terrestrial microwave circuits
will be much ior ;.ost 0fiicient than a wideband satellite circuit.
v. Coaxial Cubic .cm.r:eins
It is not practical for the Coast Guardto own and operate a private coaxial
cable systCem,. This is due to the costs of right-of-way, cable, and terminal equipment,
Where available, a coaxial cable system may be leased from telecommunication compa-
nits as a dedicated line, Leasing. in this sense of the word, involves leasing a data rate
or bandwidth capacity and leaving the specific path details to the contractor. If leased,
routine maintenance and technological upgrade of the cable system would not be a direct
expense to the Coast Guard. The 1lggest drawback to the use or coaxial cable systems
is the fact that it is not economical for use in remote areas where the Coast Guard would
have to construct, operate and maintain a dedicated s'%stem.
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Ta~ 10 Evluaionof 'TSInbundLlink Technologies
d. Optical F/ber Systems
Opticail fibe' cable systems aie becon~inj ava&ilable in most large cities, Just
as with coaxial cubic, the Coust Guard would be best served by leasing a data rate ca.
pacity and !eaving the pat), details to the contractor, Use of fiber optic cable in metro.
politan areas should be reasilbic in three years, but only for VTrsys ni that will coexist
with commercial enterprises that arc also demanding high data rate services from the
telccommunications industry. Use of an optical fiber network is not economical in re-
mote areas. As with coaxial cable, economies of scale would not occur for a private
optical fiber system developed, operated. and maintained by the Coast Guard,
e. Bandwidth Redtiwion Systems
Bandwidth reduction can provide the Coast Guard tho flexibility to choose
one of several inexpensive methods of transmitting surveillance data to a VTC. Re-
duction of the bandwidth can also allow the Coast Guard to put more information
through an established wideband data link that It currently owns and operates. This
provides one avenue for VTS surveillance system expansion where the data link is a
lin-iting factor. Reduction in the signal bandwidth can allow the Coast Guard to use the
most economical and simple data link available. Some of the possible systems include
VIII'.FM radio, UIIA radio, IIF radio, cellular telephone circuits, and terrestrial or
satellite voice grade telephone circuits.
I /, Radar Scan Coiv'ersion. Radar scall conversion call allow use of inI-
expensive voice grade telephone or broadcast technologies for the inbound dato link.
The 'kfit that the signal Is converted to a digital format allows rapid processing of tile
raw informution. The advantages of this digital processing spill over into the capabilities
of the associated C0 display systcei. The disadvantages to radar scan conversion are the
data latency (10 .15 seconds) and the lact that it is an emerging technology. There is a
,Smal1 amount of'risk involved in dekigning a system that relics onl radar scan conversion.
"Tlhe equipment cost wvould be oi:,et by a large decrease in operation and maintenlance
costs of the data link. This is due to the use of'inexpensive, narrow band, voice grade
circuits for the data link. Radar scan conversion is also applicable to other Coast Guard
missions, particularly NI.L., Using radar scan conversion, it would be a fairly simple
matter to set ur remote radar surveillance of a "suspect" harbor and send the target data
to a central operations center via telephone or other voice gradc circuits.
f2, V'idco Compression, Use of a Codec (Coder.Decoder) to compress
video signals may become an efficient means o" reducing the cost of linking video inror-
mation back to a VTC. At present, conmnercially available Codecs arc not capable of
reducing video signals enough to allow use of narrow band circuits. The use of 'Treeze-
fri'nc" technology and compression can allow transmission of the picture if a data
latency of one to two minutes. Is acceptable. This technology is rapidly improving and
should be re iewcd if video surveillance is used as a primary surveillance sensor for VTS.
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f. RDSS
A commercial RI)SS dependent surveillance system includes its own in-
bound conmmunication link. In this c;ase the link would actually be provided through a
land based telephone network from the contractor's RDSS receiver, processing site. One
advantare of this type of system is that the Coast Guard would be relieved of the direct
expense of operating and maintaining a dedicated communication service. The cost of
the RDSS reports could be the responsibility of the maritime users while the cost of the
link for the contractor's receiver site to thc VTC would be the Coast Guard's responsl.
bility. There Is a possibility that RDSS will also be used as a position reporting system
for operational Coast Guard units. In thisaprograni, the intent is to replace Coast Guard
safety and position voice reports with accurate and timely RDSS reports for Coast
Guard small boats, helicopters, and aircra{d. Thehc reports, as well as VTS surveillancer
reports, would be "nil-ed" from the commercial receiver processing center to a central
Coast (GoarW location, then retransmitted to the necessary Coast Guard organizations
W160h would include applicable VTC ( systems. This would further defray the expense
of operating an RDSS based VI'S.
g. Ioice Reporting Sy'stems (I'HF. FA IV'oi Radio)
Lsc of VII .'.FNI voice radio is suflicicnt For transferring the infermation
required for a voice reporting system. VII F.FM is roquired ror all merchant vessels in
U.S. waters and provides a icar channel that is not greatly effcuted by weather. The
effectivcness of a V'rs bKsooi only on voice reporting is marginal when compared to the
capabilities of more coniplcx systems.
4. Display and V' Systems
The digplay system is the heart of' a V'1'S system, As a 0 system, the display
system must be capable of' supporting the dc.i,.ion makers, regardless of the assigned
missions and mission priorities. The ability of a VTS to become a working part of' a
larger 0 systcrn is directly affected by the technology used to support the VIC.
"Table 11 on page 66 sunmmarizes the author's evaluation of selected VTS display or 0
"systems.
a. Manual Systems
ThL Coast Guard currently uses radar and video systems that require the
operator to manipulate and interpret target data. Effective use of these radar systems
require trained and experienced operators, Accurate interpretation of the data requires
supervisors to watch multiple radar and camera displays, This increases the probability
of an incorrect decision. Most of the manual radur displays are well past their expected
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equipment life cycle and should be replaced. The video equipment should be updated
when significantly morc capable equipment bccomnc economically available. 1 hcse
manual systems are ineflicient due to the need for a large number of trained and expe.
rienced system operators and the latency involved in calculating a large amount oftraMc
information during periods when the NITS area is busy.
b. Automatic Sy-stvens
Automation of VTC functions can provide the Coast Guard with accurate
data, a reduction in the required manpower, and a more flexible system. Some auto.
mation was introduced into Coast Guard VTS in the middle 1970's when the
A'N.SPS-121 radar and display became a "standard" for VTs, The addition of this
equipment, however, did not keep the NITS Command and Control System up to pace
with the requirements of multi.mission tasking or with advancements in the computer
and electronics industries,
r, / IRPIA Radtar. The Coast Guard uses an ARPA system that is inte.
grated into the A'N.SPS.121 radar display. 'rhis ARPA automatically track targets that
have been mnually acquired and can diskplay target inilormation for one manually se-
lected target, While this system provides a fair amount of work relief for the radar op.
crators, there i% still the requirement 'or one operator to operate the cquipment for a
particular sector. Watch supervisors must observe several displays and interpret all the
data available in the VTC. There is no data flision in these systems. Tl'he A N.SPS. 121
has the capability to output tracking data (through aln RS.232 port) but the Coast
Guard does not use this capability. Advancements in target detection and tracking al.
gorithms, sw%-ecp.to.sweep correlation, and the digital enhancement of radar information
have shown that it is tcchnically reasible to operate an advanced, computer driven radar
network with fewer. less skilled, operators,
21 TI'ariget Tracking Sensor Indicators 'SPA.25-G). In an eflort to
bridge the gap between the existing ARPA radar displays and a truly integrated VTS
systcm, the Coast Guard is looking to use of'the SPA.25-G display system. This system
requires the operator to "hook" a target at least twice before trucking information is
computed. Once computed this tracking information can be integrated into a comput.
erized
C0 system, like the Coast Guard's STC project. One advantage to this indicator is its
ability to intcrlicc to different radar and sensor systems, The disadvantage is the re.
quirienwt lbr the operator to be intimately involved in target tracking within one spe.
cific sector. For the expense of this display system the Coast Guard actually increases
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thc workload on the VTS watclistanders as comparcd to the A.:N-SPS-l21 ARPA sys.
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3/ l, )i.VI(ijrs Iascd w, Radar Scan Convtrsi'm. The digitallv rroccsscd
data available from radar scan converters can provide the Coast Guard with an el1cctive
and efficient VTS C' system. This is due to the system programnming that allows sensor
and software modularity as well as user tailored display screens. These systems have the
capability of providing a summary picture of the entire VTS area or showing a highly
detailed v'lew of some speciflc part of a VTS area. These display systems are capable of'
interfacing to extcrnial 0 systems as well as controlling the sensors themselves. The
computer systems used with radar scan conversion use up-to.date digital processing for
clutter suppression, gain control, target detection, and target tracking, Using raster,
morc capable processors. a radar scan convertor system can improve the capobilities of
the Coast Guard's existing radar systems, Use of this sort of" system should allow for a
decrease in niiunower duc to the integrated and improved approach to target detection,
tracking. and data displuy. Radar scan conversion also provides a way to iniplement a
radar network, This system would also be capable of integrating data foiom other sensor
types as well as from data sources external to the ViS.
(4,, RI)SS Disltys, 'Ihe display systems available with commercial
RIMSS systems arc graphics based and provide C0 advantages similar to those available
through a system based on radar scan conversion. As these systems are generally
microcomputer based, the sofRware can be adopted to most any requirement, This can
allow the RDSS information to be shared with external C0 systems. The software for the
display system is gencrully provided and maintained by the RDSS contractor (like
Gccstar, Inc,). This removes the expense to the Coast Guard for sofiware development
mnd maintenance. The possibility of' linking the tracking information to external CV
sy'stcnms would hinge on the data rights incorporated in such a system and the clussi.
fication of the external C' systems,
5. System Cost Analysis
Table 12 on page 68 sunmmarizes the equipment cost for a single sensor and
display system. This table does not include the cost of a data link due to the ptactical
requirement for a VTS to use the most effective and efficient data link available in a
particular area. In the case of VTS Prince William Sound, Alaska, a Coast Guard owned
and operated nlicrowave system may be the only pratical data link while VTS San
.rancisco may have the option of choosing from several different technologies, For all
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twceli tell zIid :wenty percenlt of the equil-mcnt costs. I Ref, 43: ppl. 6-161
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*ral~le 12. Sensor and Display System Acquisition Costs
Table 13 summarizes the non-nnaintenuiwe, recurring costs For each data link
teehnology survcycd. Annual maintemince costs are Vencrally ten to twenty percent of*
the terminal equipmnctt costs Installation costs, ure not listed, as they vary whidly. (Rer,
43: rpp ().1(11
soI:Ih!C ' I-ktfn n ul kl~ltL nv ;; Iq. ; t ui~ r Mkn \q .,v prld UliIAklit 6 sk),wi
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mhrrmk '.ilid sir'wilonc 'I ermuinfil Cost . S,20UOOý Annual manionuAnce 'o~ll S.1,000 or 11' tit ot erminal q~uip.
doin (\ 11.1 M.IL I III I costn~i
Table 13. Annual Data Link Costs
A determination of the "best" system for the Coast Guard rcquires clearly do.
fined tiission requirements, surveillance levels, and integration standards. Sit=e these
do not exist F'or the Coust Guard VIS program, systcrn flexibility and reduced life cycle
costs become predominant flictors in determining a beast system. A reduction in required
mani-ower, rental cost% (flor leased s' stems), or maintenance costs (ror USCO owned
systems) are theref'ore key elements inl the selection or a system or technology base dueC
to thle long ranlge savings, possible oNvcr the lire cycle of' a systeml.
6. Evaluation of at Proposed Systemi
The flollowing paragraphs describe a proposed, second generation Coast Guard
VTS. Geographically a VTS may be divided into three areas, They are the offshore
approach area, the active suirveillance (harbor) area, and any areas inland or' the harbor.
These areas would be similur to the offishore approaches to San Francisco Day, San
Francisco Bay (ftom about ten nilecs at sea to some demarcation line inland), and thle
"..river" areas currently managed by the V'MKS, For the second generation VTS, these
areas would be managed using an up-to-date C0 display system capable of overlaying
navigation, topographic, and operational information on the contact data, Surveillance
of these three areas would he donc using the technologies listed below.
*Approach Area * RI)SS and VII F.1"M voice communication circuits,
*Harbor Areit * Active radar surveillance using radar scan conversion and narrow
band data linkq. Communication would be conducted over VI-IF.FNI voice cir.
cuits.
*River Areas - RDSS and VI IF.FM voice communication circuits,
tigre 6 on page 70 illustrutes this proposed system, the stirvcillunce equipment, and
data link technologies to be used.
The advantages of'such a Vi'S system arc listed belowv.
0 *, Us l0' anv radar s-%stenm. This would allowv continued use of the existing radar
systemis ill anticipation of' a standurd replacement systcm in three yecars.
* Usc of' low cost terrestrial narrow band data links (9?600 bps), This signiFncantly
decireases operation costs and hincrases the flexibility of' senisor placement or fuiture
systeill expanlsionl.
* Matipower reduction due to sens~or integration. The number of people actively
monitoring the VTiS mia\ de-crase as the integrated V system automatically nian.
caies Contact tralckinlg and display.
* Manpower expansion possible to meet immnediate mission requirements. Use of at
database apprroalch can allow for expansion of the VTC wh en necessary. One ex.
anple of thIis is the separution of' operator positions- by- mission area for SAR or
\1 Z while routine V1 S fuinctions continue. It would be a relatively simple miatter
to increase the number or' smartf displays to allow for such functionality.
I Senisor expansion possible to mneet mission requiremecnts. The number and type of
sensors could be changed if' the assigned missions or mission priorities warranted
* it. Anl\ senisor capable of pro; iding position information in an acceptable data
f'oriat could be displayed by the (Y systemn.
SSupport of' other ('oast Ouard V q.ystems. The.VTS could export contact inFor.
Illation to other operational V2 sylstems. Examples include providing data to anl
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Figure 6. A Proposed Second Generatiohn VTS
adjaocent, but Ioreign, VTS (as in the Puget Sound area) and allowing the U.S. Navy
to use VTS informution for military tracking purposes,
* This systein allows for Implementation ol'i r VTS system based on a standard 0
engine" system, inexpensive data links, and flexible sensor technology,
The disadvantages of such a systems include:
a Use of an emerging technology (radar scan convertors) and the attendant risk fac-
tor in flelding a system based on proven, but new technology.
9 Requirement to customize a V system to meet the flexibility and display require.
ments desired, The Coast Guard's STC program could be modifned for use in a
VTC. This would require an undetermived amount of money and time.
* Acceptance problems due to the gcneral hack of'a "real" picture of the surveillance
arca. The ability to display the "real radar picture" is a requirement the Coast
Guard insists on havln g, Radar scan conversion technology can transmint a f'ozen
frame of "real" radar, but with a data latency greater than desired by the Coast
Guard,
Table 14 on page 71 lists the equipment and maintenanc- costs for a single
sector VTS, excluding manpower. Sensor and sector integration will beneflt multi.sector
VTS systems by decreasing the manpower requirements. This reduction Is a runction




Equipment Purchase Cost (single time Recurring Cost (on an an-I'qlpmntexpens•e) nu110 hasis)
RiLdiar Sensor s•,tcim 6O, S6,00.0(
Radar scain conv'rtur .•T7mo0 ) ,7,00(N
IITelephone line data link Unknown installation fee S3,000 (Conditioned terig(O6N)0 1"ps . (Ile. than 35100 phone lcn.qcd line)
S15.01(00 (equipment only,.
Display System Co.t of'converting S'C SSsoftware to VTS applica- SI,500
tion iq unknown)
RDSS for non-harbor S425,000 S600 per vessel in RDSS
nreas .q,.qtcni
Table 14. Costs, Excluding Ntanpoiser, for a Propused Second Generationt VTS
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VI. SUMNMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
One of the Coast Guard's missions is protection of tile marine environment in and
near the United States. '01e recent rash of pollution incidents in U.S. waters has high-
lighted thc limitations of thle twentv vcar old Coast Guard Vessel Trafic Service (VTS)
systems. In general, Coast Guard VTS systems uw radar surveillance of harbor sectors
to allow a Vessel Traffic Center (VTC) tu monitor harbor traflic. Each radar requires
anl operator, a wideband data link, a display, and enough redundant equipment to keep
the system f'unctioning with a very high level of reliability. A supervisor coordinates the
CvaSt Gu~ard's response to the iznmcdiatc situation by observing thle several radar dis-
plays and assimilaiting information f'rom several other sources.
Coast Guard VTS ystcsL2U ure not standardized. Due to thle age of the equipment
and a lack o1' data integration, they are expenisive: to operate and maintain. This is par.
ticularly true with regard to thc mnicrowave data links bving used. Coast Guard VTIS's
work Lis isolated Sy-stemls. TIhey function indepenidently from thle mainstream of Co.ast
Guard opcrtation'%,
AdM~lweements inl the elecronlics indLIstry, and particularly the computer indu~stry,
Canl signlificanltly change the systemi architecture of Coast Guard V1'S systems. The use
o1' modernA-1, hligh ;pced computer technology can provide the Coast Guard with at highly
iutomated, acclurte, anld reliable \'TS capability. This canl, inl turn. decrease the Cost
of' V*IS mainicenancte and operation, redcLII tile personnel levels required for rou~tine Op-
crations, and provide the degree o01 flexibility necessarx to alluw v'rs to operatet within
the multi-mission enivironmnitt of normial Coast Guard operations.
A. SYSTEMI ENGINEERING FOR A SECOND GENERATION VTS
Design of' a surveillance .3ysteni for \'lS is dclpendent onl the management aspects
of thle prugram, Mfission requirements lead to sq stein and equipment capability re-
cluiremnics. The `ollowving paragraphs highlight the author's conclusions regarding do-
sign o1't kceonld generation \'TS.
The Coast Guard tradidiontilly operates in an unstable, multi-mission environ-
trect. A "good" V'lS system Must therefore be a flexible system, capable of meeting ever
changing mission dvicnmrirs. TIhis flexibility can bc accommodated through the use of a
modular system made up or sensors, data links, ind a AITC V~ system for display of the
sensor information and overall control of the system. This system should be able to
cxport ' 1r-:' information to o0 hW'r '' - ':_A u hout the Coast Guard.
2. Sensor Selection
VTS sensors should be viewed as an information source with an associated ac-
curacy and latency. Fiscal constraints and mission requirements should determine the
specific sensor or sensor types used, These sensors should feed a database and be con-
trolled by operator signals via the Q system. Different missions dictate use of different
sensors. In a similar manner, different ports have different surveillance needs. VTS
Valdez, AK may be most efliciently served through the use of an RDSS system as there
is vcry little trafflic other than the oil tankcrs in the area. VTS San Francisco may need
a more extensive VTS due to the traffic density and a need for an active detection ca-
pability for SAR, NII.E, and MDZ missions,
3. V'"C V and Display System
"T'he VI'S 0 system would link the operator's information needs to a computer
database and originate the signals needed to control each sensor, This would help to
optiniize the eifectiv'cness 'm1d efliciency of the entire system by providing a high !d'grec
of system flexibility, The VTC P system would display onerator.selected target data
and overlay graphically based inlformation including buoy schemes, channel limits,
anchorage areas, and similar typogrophical information, Integration ofrVI'S target data
into a backbone Coast Guard network would also be handled by the C2 system.
4. Narro%% Band Data Links
The technology exists to allow the use of narrow band data links, regardless of
the sensor used, The cost of operating or leasing a narrow hand data link is significantly
less than that of operating a wide band link. The cost of terminal equipment for a nar-
row band link is essentially the same as the terminal equipment costs for terrestrial
wideband circuits. This equipment expense is small compared to the costs of building
and operating wide band circuits. The data latency associated with the use of narrow
band terminal equipment is approximately ten seconds. Given that a ship travelling
twelve knots would only move forward sixty-seven yards in this period, this latency is
not significant for VWS purposes,
B. MANAGEMENT OF THE COAST GUARD'S VTS PROGRAM
In conducting research on VTS technologies, the author determined that one of the
limiting factors was management of VTS as a program, VTS, in the Coast Guard, has
existed for more than twenty years. The commitment of the Coast Guard, in personnel
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and funding. has becn very cyclical and generally dependent on Congressional awareness
following marine pollution accidents. This "on-again, off-again" program support has
caused the Coast Guards V'IS system to age rather than evolve,
In order for a second generation VTS system to be properly designed, there are se.
veral areas that must be specifically addressed. The following paragraphs outline the
author's conclusions regarding these areas.
1. Scope of the VTS mission.
The Coast Guard needs to specifically idontifI, the missions that a vrs is to
carry out, The technological requirements for a true traffic management system (in-
cluding vessel routing. control of entry times, and vessel speed) are different from those
for a system that simply monitors the progress of independent vessels in a harbor envi.
ronmcnt, The lattcr requirements form the original, twenty year old, concept of Coast
Guard VTS. The sensor requirements for a system capable of monitoring port security
in a warfltre or threat environment arc very different than those for simply monitoring
shipping traflic in peacetime.
Planning For a second generation VTS should include assignment of spvtilic
mission areas to VTS. This spcciric assignment would serve to detail what is routinely
expcctcd from a VIS as well as any exceptional requirements stenming from assigned,
but 1i'rCquentlý executed, missions. The MDZ mission would fall into this category,
2. Stable Program Support
Coast Guard \TS is a program that the public learns about following a mari-
time accident. In the absence of public or political interest, the Coast Guard has re.
peatedly absorbed the Headquarters level support (personnel and funding) to shore up
higher priority needs. The resurgence of Congressional interest in the VTS program
following the Exxon Valdez grounding in Price William Sound, AK has once again
peeked Coast Guard and Congressional support for v's, This increased support has
resulted in the development of a VTS Office in Coast Guard Headquarters (G-NSP),
expansion or VTS Puget Sound, and reopening of a modernized VTS New York, Un-
fortunately, Congress also mandated quick action which is resulting in ad-hoc system
engineering,
The VTS program should have a stable base of support at the Headquarters
level. The purpose of this support would be allow VTS to evolve with technological
advancements and changes in assigned mission areas and mission priorities.
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3. Coast Guard Information Resource Management (IRM)
A second 6wneration V IS should have strong tics to the information resources
of the Coast Guard, It should be able to export, and possibly import data from other C7
systems. The Coast Guard has started the process of updating many computer.rclated
programs to take advantage of standard protocols and modern equipment, Data inte-
gration is one or the goal.N of' this Coast Guard wide modernization, The Coast Guard
is developing its own data network (HIDN) in order to link these new resources together.
In order for a new VTS system to be integrated into this IRN' architecture, the VTS
system must be designed to use the standard protowols. VTS should be a full partner in
the Coast Guard's IRM program.
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APPENDIX A. GLOSSARY




A-D Conversion Analog to Digital Signial Conversion
ADPCNI Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation
AM Amplitude Modulation
A.MVER Automnated M utual-Assistance Vessel Rescue System
ARSA Airport Radar Service Area
ARPA Automatic Radar Plotting Aid
ARTCC Air Route rrafric Control Center
ASR Airport Surveillance Radar
ATC Air Tlraffic Control
ATON Aids to Navigation
AUTODIN Automutic Digital Inrormution Network
bps Bits per second
(1 Conmnand and Conlrol
(.1 Conmiand, Control, and Communication
C-band C-band (6 4.. M lhz) Sotellite System
CAS Collision Avoidance System
(;ATV Community Antcnn;m Television
CCTV Closed Circuit i'elevision
CIC Combat Information Center
CODEC Coder-Decoder for compression of video camera signals
CSP Conumand Supervisory Post
CYS Commercial Vessel Safety




-- -_ f I__ - i- - t I |-----..-...- __ _ _i__ _ __ _
DoD Department oF Dcfensc
DSI Digital Signalling Rate I (1.544 Mbps)
DWT Dcadweight Ton (roughly equal to cargo capacity)
ETA Estimated time of arrival
FAA Federal Aviation Administration
FNI Frequency Modulation
FTS-2000 GSA sponsored teleconmununcation system
G-NSP Of•ix of Navigation Sal'et) Programs In Coast Guard I-leadquar-
ters
GHz Giga.llertz (one billion Hcrtz)
GOSIP Government Opun System Interconnection Profile (l.IPS 1406)
GPS Global Positioning Satellite System
GTC C eographical Tactical Computer
HAR I larbor Advisory Radar
H-IF I ligh Frequency (3.30 Kllz frequency band)
ICe Intcerated Cowir|and Center
ILD Injcction Laser Diode
IRNI I nl;rmatiun Rlso'i'rce Managemcrnt
ISDN Integrated Services lDigital Network
ISO International Standards Organizaticn
KIz Kilo-I lcrtz
Kin Kilonictcrs
LAN Locl Area Network
LE L.aw lEoircemnent
LED Light LmittinI Diode
LLLTV Low Level L.ight Television
LORAN Long Range Navigation System
MDZ Maritime l)eIfnsc Zone
NILE Maritime Law Enrorcecnent
MSD Niatiime Sanitation Dcvi•e
NTDS Navy Tactical Data Sý stemr
OPCEN Orcratiorn Center
OS Open Systein lnterconwo.tlon protocols
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0111 Ovcr-the-I lorizon
OV)I RS (.1shorc Vesscl Iov'cmcnt Reporting Sy•tem
POSIX Portublc Operating System interface for Computer Environmcnt
(HIS 151)
PPI Plan Position Indicator
PSS Port Security and Safety
PWSA Ports and Waterways Safety Act or 1972
QAM Quadrature Amplitude Modulation; (16QAM, 64QAM)
RDSS Radio Determination Satellite Service (Gcostar Corp, dependent
surveillance system)
S/A Selective Availability. A mode or GPS that degrades position ac-
curucy to about IOU'nmeters
SAFENET Shipboard Adaptable Flexible Embedded Local Area Network
SAR Scarch and Rescue
SQL Structt'red Query Language (FIPS 127)
SRU SAR Fe.ourmv Unit
STC Shipboard Tactical Computer
VH-F.m Very I ligih rreclucncy (o.30000 KIIz) r.\M Voice
VNIRS V\ssel Movement Report•ng System
VTC Vessel Traffic Center
NITS Vessel 1"ra11e€ Scrvice
W\''CS , VWorld.Wide Military Conmand and Control System
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